NEW! buck® 110 & 112 slim pro lockbacks

A modern twist on Buck® favorites! These new slim versions possess the same traditional features but sport upgraded materials and a more
modern look. With decreases in weight and thickness, they are even better for everyday carry. Features: Cryogenically treated, black oxide
coated S30V stainless steel blades with Advanced Edge2x™ technology •Thumb studs •Stainless steel, removable, reversible deep carry pocket
clips allow for quick and easy access in any situation.
110 folding hunters- 4-7/8" closed.
your choice

$89.99 ea.

Black G-10 bu12103

OD Green Micarta bu12105
Brown Micarta bu12104
Each includes a
pocket clip.

112 rangers- 4-1/4" closed.
your choice

Proudly Made
in the USA

Black G-10
bu12106

$79.99 ea.

OD Green Micarta
bu12108

Brown Micarta bu12107

NEW! buck® 110 & 112 slim select lockbacks

Based on overwhelming customer demand, these new versions of the 110 and 112 were developed as modern solution for everyday carry. With
slim, colorful profiles, you now have the long awaited 110 with a clip, competitively priced. Features: Cryogenically treated 420 HC stainless steel
blades with Advanced Edge2x™ technology •Thumb studs •Stainless steel, removable, reversible deep carry pocket clips allow for quick and easy
access in any situation •Glass filled nylon handles.
110 folding hunters- 4-7/8" closed.

$29.99 ea.

your choice
(also available)
Red bu12006
Chartreuse bu12014

Black bu11878

Blue bu12008
Each includes a
pocket clip.

112 rangers- 4-1/4" closed.

$26.99 ea.

your choice
(also available)
Black bu11881
Blue bu12022

Proudly Made
in the USA

Chartreuse bu12028

Red bu12020
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new! DAVE CANTERBURY Collection from Case® & Zippo®

When you are the best, you carry the best. Outdoor skills instructor Dave Canterbury is a blacksmith,
published author, co-owner of The Pathfinder School and Self Reliance Outfitters, and Case knife owner.
His EDC (Every Day Carry) is a Case knife. With all the survival cutlery available to him, Dave still reaches for his
Case knife to see him through the toughest moments in the outdoors.

Lighter
Black Matte •Signature
embellishment.

ZPDC1

$24.99 ea.

Leather Sheath & Fire Rod
Sheath features: Genuine leather •Snap closure
•Outside loop holds fire rod •5" closed •Fits belt
up to 2" wide. Fire rod features: 3-3/4" overall
•Laser embellished orange bone grip.

CA26743

Advanced Bush Craft Survival Guide
New York Times bestseller by Dave Canterbury.
Dave goes beyond the basics to teach you
how to survive in the backcountry with little or
no equipment •Learn about animal tracking,
crafting medicines from plants, and navigating
without map or compass •Improvise bushcraft
essentials like fire starting tools and packs
•Softcover •256 pages.

self reliance outfitters™

Pathfinder Military Canteen Cooking Kit
Features: 304 stainless steel construction (.5mm.6mm thick) •39 ounce capacity widemouth
stainless steel canteen •25 ounce capacity stainless
steel nesting cup with measurement markings •ABS
lid with 100% full coverage silicone seal •Stainless
steel canteen nesting stove measures
3-1/2" x 5-1/4" x 3-1/4"
•Lightweight
canteen bag.
sro1050

$49.99 per kit
Shown in
canteen bag.

$16.99 ea.

Deluxe Pathfinder Pocket Hunter Kit
This unique design is a converted Marksman
#3040 slingshot capable of shooting standard
sized arrows for fishing and hunting.
Features: (1) Marksman #3040 slingshot
included •Pocket Hunter Adapter with fishing
spool and cap •(2) standard Hunting Bands
(28-30lb at 28" draw, providing the killing
power of a long bow) with leather pouches
and paracords •OD Green, 2 pocket canvas
case •Shoots both hunting and fishing arrows
by reversing the mount of the adapter
•Adapter can be removed to shoot rocks,
marbles, etc. •Bulk packed.

sro1275

$74.99 ea.

Whether you are a weekend camper or hardcore survivalist, your
equipment cannot fail. That is why Self Reliance Outfitters™
offers the finest in outdoor self reliance gear.

$39.99 per set

sor9775

CA26740

$14.99 ea.

GEN3 Pathfinder Bottle/Nesting Cup Set
Features: 304 grade stainless steel construction, .5mm
thick •The bottle nests inside the cup for convenient
and compact storage •Fire ready •Widemouth bottle
was designed to hold exactly 32 ounces of liquid
because purification tablets are typically added to
32 ounces of water; simply fill your bottle and add
the tablets; ABS cap with full silicone seal •25 ounce
capacity cup with bat wing handles; measurement
markings; stainless steel lid with straining holes.

sro099gen3bc

Case® Barehead Trapper
Features: Stonewash finish
chrome vanadium blades with
signature embellishment
•Jigged Rosewood handles •Nickel
silver arrowhead shield and bolsters
•Brass pins and liners •4-1/8" closed.

$39.99 ea.

SRO1275
shown in
use with
SRO1086.
Pathfinder Three-Piece
Take-Down Arrows- These standard
arrows break down into three pieces.
Features: Set of (3) •Standard carbon arrow
shafts •Feather fletching •Removable 125
grain field tips can be interchanged with
other types •Use with SRO1275 or any
long bow, recurve bow or compound bow
•Single arrow is 32" overall
when assembled.

sro1086

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$59.99 per set

January 2019
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buck® brahma

Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade with black oxide finish •Blood groove •Stacked
leather handle with micarta spacers •Black coated steel guard •Aluminum end
screw and pommel with lanyard hole •10-1/2" overall •MOLLE
compatible leather and polyester sheath.

bu10082

$89.99 ea.

Proudly Made
in the USA

buck® selkirk fixed blades

Named after the rugged Selkirk mountain range in Idaho and built to help maximize survival in rugged conditions. Features: 420 HC stainless
steel blades •Thumb ridges •CNC contoured micarta handles •Triple rivets •Steel throats and end caps •Injection molded
nylon sheaths with removable, reversible belt loops.
Large with Fire Starter- 9-1/2" overall •2-1/4" ferrocerium
striker with whistle integrated in the red plastic grip.

$64.99 ea.

Proudly Made
in the USA

bu10180

Small- 8-1/4" overall.

bu11109

$46.99 ea.

Buck® Slimline™ 500 Series

Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Rosewood handles •Nickel silver
pins, bolsters and liners.
(also available)
Knight- 2-3/4" closed. BU246
ea.

$44.99
Prince- 3-3/8" closed. BU244 $47.99 ea.

Squire- 3-3/4" closed •Leather belt sheath. BU238

$49.99 ea.

Proudly Made
in the USA

Duke- 4-1/4" closed
•Leather belt sheath.

BU2597

$54.99 ea.

buck bantam® lockbacks

Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Textured glass reinforced nylon handles •Lanyard holes.
BBWs- 3-3/4" closed.
A.	Kryptek® Typhon™ bu10385
B.	Realtree® Xtra™ bu7398
A
(also available)
Kryptek® Highlander® bu10384
Muddy Girl® bu10508
Mossy Oak® Country Camo bu10315
Mossy Oak® Blaze™ Orange bu3893
B
your choice
ea.

$18.99
Black bu5759 $14.99 ea.

BLWs- Pocket clips •4-3/8" closed.
C.	Kryptek® Highlander® bu10389
(also available)
Kryptek® Typhon™ bu10390
Muddy Girl® bu10701
Mossy Oak® Country Camo bu10610
Mossy Oak® Blaze™ Orange bu3895
Realtree® Xtra™ bu7416
your choice
Black

bu5761
4

Muddy
Girl®

Black

Kryptek®
Highlander®
Kryptek®
Typhon™

C
Mossy
Oak®
Country
Camo
Mossy
Oak®
Blaze™
Orange

$21.99 ea.

BHW- Pocket clip •5-1/8" closed.

$18.99 ea.
January 2019

Muddy Water bu10676 $pecial

We Accept

$17.99 ea.

Realtree®
Xtra™

buck® 110 folding hunter® lockbacks
Pro- Features: S30V stainless steel blade •G-10 handles •Brushed
nickel silver bolsters and liners •Nickel silver pins
•4-7/8" closed •Black leather belt sheath.

$99.99

bu11689
ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger bu11968

$89.99 ea.

Proudly Made
in the USA

LT- Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade •Glass filled nylon
handles •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed •Black heavy duty
polyester belt sheath.

$26.99

bu11553
ea.
(also available) Model 112 Ranger bu11816

$24.99 ea.

BUCK® Lockbacks

Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Macassar Ebony handles (except
where noted) •Brass pins, liners and bolsters.
Model 112 Ranger
A
4-1/4" closed •Black leather belt sheaths.
Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 112 bu396
A. Traditional BU394
ea.
(also available)

$54.99

$10.99 ea.

$64.99

ea.
Finger Grooved BU450
Model 110 Folding Hunters®
4-7/8" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

B

$69.99 ea.
(also available) Traditional BU381 $44.99 ea.

Black Leather Replacement Sheath for 110 bu383

B. Finger Grooved bu388

C. Pocket Size Model 55®- American walnut handles •3-3/8" closed.

bu5684

$10.99 ea.

Proudly Made
in the USA

C

$49.99 ea.

Buck® hunting knives

All feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Leather sheaths. Black Phenolic Knives feature: Aluminum guards and pommels.
Cocobolo Knives feature: Brass guards and pommels.
102 woodsmans®- 7-3/4" overall.

D

$57.99 ea.
$74.99 ea.

D. Black Phenolic bu498
(also available)
Cocobolo bu1287

E

105 Pathfinders®- 9-1/8" overall.

$59.99 ea.

E. Black Phenolic bu363
(also available)
Cocobolo bu7806
120 generals- 12" overall.

$79.99 ea.

Proudly Made
in the USA

$99.99 ea. F
$89.99 ea.

F. Cocobolo bu7808
(also available)
Black Phenolic bu2542

buck® Quickfire® Assisted Opening Folder

The QuickFire® has a high tech design combining a traditional lockback with an assisted opening blade. Features: 420 HC stainless steel blade
•Thumb stud for one hand ambidextrous deployment •Mid-lock system provides durable locking strength •High impact ETP handles •Dual
springs for easy, safe blade release •Removable, discreet carry stainless steel pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.
QUICKFIRE® ASAP OPENING
To safely open:

1. Unlock safety. Pull safety lock back (A).
2. Open blade. Push forward on blade thumb
stud (B).

Proudly Made
in the USA

To safely close:

bu5982

$39.99 ea.

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306•FAX (865) 429-0182

1. Unlock and close blade. (Push down on
metal rocker on top of handle.)
2. Push safety lock forward (safe).
Sliding safety lock keeps blade
closed until ready for use.

January 2019
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Lockback
Nickel silver
pins and liners
•3-3/4" closed.
brcrsb05

BEAR & SON CUTLERY® CARBON STEEL knives

Features: 1095 carbon steel blades that sharpen up just like Grandpa's to a nice sharp edge
•Red stag bone handles •Brass pins and liners (except where noted) •Nickel silver bolsters and
"4th Generation" shields •Made in USA.
Stockman- 4" closed.

$44.99 ea.

brcrsb47

Barlow
3-1/2" closed.
BRCRSB281

$44.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
brcrsb54

$39.99 ea.

$44.99 ea.

FARMHAND lockbackS

LOCKING
BLADES!

Features: 1095 carbon steel blades •Yellow G-10 handles •Nickel silver pins.

Large- 4-5/8" closed. BRC338L

$26.99 ea. msrp $51.99

Small- 3-5/8" closed. BRC337L

$24.99 ea. msrp $46.99

bear edge™ limited edition gift set

Two knives that are ready to work for you. Packaged in a handsome collector's tin.
Features: 420 stainless steel blades •Stag Delrin® handles •Linerlock-4" closed •Gentleman's Pen knife-- 2-7/8" closed.

BR71560

$19.99 per set

get 'em before
they're gone!

bear edge™ brisk™ 1.0 knives

Features: Black coated 440 stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges
•Stainless steel handles with Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country®
coating •Lanyard holes.
Framelock- Blade flipper •Thumb stud •Tip-down
carry pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.
br71510

Fixed Blade- Full tang •9-3/4" overall
•Black ballistic nylon belt sheath.

br71518

$12.99 ea.

bear edge™ Double blade guthook

Features: Linerlock •Black coated 440 stainless steel blades (drop point has
thumb ridges) •Thumb studs •Mossy Oak® camo coated aluminum handles
•Stainless steel pocket clip •5" closed.
br71519

$19.99 ea.

for the
true
hunter!

Pocket clip.

ing!
Great for engrav

bear edge™ Gentleman's lockbacks

Features: 440 stainless steel blades •Stainless steel handles •Lanyard
holes •2-3/4" closed •Imported.
your choice
6

$14.99 ea.

$4.99 ea.

January 2019

Solid Handles br71116

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

Cutout Handles br71115

Case® doctors' knives

Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™
surgical steel blades •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver
shields and bolsters •3-3/4" closed.

Last chance on these
Case Doctor's knives!
This pattern is back
Jigged Buffalo Horn
in the Case vault in
January 2019.
CA65225 $89.99 ea.

Jigged Amber
Bone with
Pen Blade
ca30026

$55.99 ea.

Like Houdini,
this Doctor's
Knife escaped
from the vault.

Red
Pearl
Kirinite
CA25331

$62.99 ea.
Last of the inventory!

Smooth Natural Bone- No shield.

CA2461

$56.99 ea.

Smooth Patriotic Kirinite™

ca11215

Olive Green Bon
Strike lines on bolsters.

6.5 BoneStag®

CA3570

$60.99 ea.

Case® stonewash
chrome vanadium
pocketknives

Features: Stonewash finish chrome
vanadium blades •Brass pins and
liners •Nickel silver bolsters and
arrowhead shields.

Yellow Synthetic
Slimline Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

ca26710

$44.99 ea.

$60.99 ea.

ca22547

$62.99 ea.

ca10829

Tip: Extra care is needed
with chrome vanadium.
Keep a thin film of oil on
the blade to maintain
the finish of the steel.

Yellow Synthetic
Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.

ca26709

Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades •The handles
are jigged dark red bone on one side (with SparXX
shield) and smooth bright green bone on the other
(with red Case oval trademark shield); your sleight of
hand magically "changes" the knife's color to amaze all!
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shield
•3-3/4" closed •Packed in a Case tin.

$59.99 ea.

Bright Green
Synthetic Tear Drop
3-5/8" closed.

CA26917

SPECIAL! case® magician's
doctor's knife

$54.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$69.99 ea.

Ultra Violet Bone
Tribal Lock
4-1/8" closed.
CA26783

$74.99 ea.

Ultra Violet Bone
Cheetah®
Nickel silver swing
guard •4-3/4" closed.

CA26782

$74.99 ea.

January 2019
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CASE® YELLOW Delrin® CHROME VANADIUM (carbon steel) POCKETKNIVES

Many Case knife users and collectors prefer chrome vanadium blades. Chrome vanadium is often referred to as carbon
steel and is widely known for its ease of sharpening. Features (except where noted): Chrome vanadium blades
•Yellow Delrin® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Tribal Lock
Trappers
with
Pocket
Clips
Tru-Sharp™
surgical
Fishing Knife
4-1/8" closed. CA30114
steel blade •Lockback
Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel
(also available)
•4-1/8" closed.
blades •4-1/4" closed
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel
ca80165
•Shield is embedded
CA81091
hook sharpener
YOUR CHOICE

•Scaler blade with
hook disgorger
•Clip blade.
CA120

$53.99 ea.

$53.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

$53.99 ea.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed.

CA203

$51.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed.
Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed. CA3318
(also available) Tru-Sharp™
Surgical Steel CA80035
YOUR CHOICE

Pen Knife
3-3/8" closed. CA0324
(also available)
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical
Steel CA81090
YOUR CHOICE

$42.99 ea.

$40.99 ea.

Sod Buster®- No bolsters or shield •4-5/8" closed.

$30.99

ca735

$67.99 ea.

Tip: Extra care
is needed
with chrome
vanadium. Keep
a thin film of oil
on the blade to
maintain the
finish of the steel.

Small Texas
Toothpick
3" closed.
ca091

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
CA30115

$35.99 ea.

$48.99 ea.

CA038
ea.
(also available)
Sod Buster Jr.®- No bolsters or shield •3-5/8" closed. CA032
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel CA80032
YOUR CHOICE

$27.99 ea.

Mini CopperLock®- Lockback •3-5/8" closed.

CA70418

$44.99 ea.

Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed.
CA056

$42.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed.
CA3254
(also available)
Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel
CA80161
YOUR CHOICE

$42.99 ea.

Barehead Slimline Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. CA31
(also available) Tru-Sharp™ Surgical Steel CA80031
YOUR CHOICE

$35.99 ea.

Peanut- 2-7/8" closed. CA30
(also available) Tru-Sharp™
Surgical Steel CA80030
YOUR CHOICE

$35.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

TrapperLocks - Thumb studs •Stainless
steel linerlocks •4-1/8" closed.

$90.99 ea.

Pocket Clip ca30111
(also available)
No Pocket Clip CA111

8
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$79.99 ea.

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 709029
(also available) Tru-Sharp™
Surgical Steel CA80029
YOUR CHOICE

$39.99 ea.

Case® 6.5 BONESTAg® Pocketknives

Made to look beautifully worn, this genuine bone handle's honey and amber tones are accented with special jigging, and then hand-flamed,
resulting in the look and feel of authentic stag antler. Features (except where noted): Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades
•6.5 BoneStag® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Medium Stockman
3-5/8" closed.

CA3578

$58.99 ea.

Mini
Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
CA65305

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

Sod
Buster Jr.®
No bolsters
•3-5/8" closed.
CA65310

$55.99 ea.

CA3573

$58.99 ea.

$55.99 ea.

Tribal Lock- 4-1/8" closed.

CA65312
Hawkbill Pruner
4-1/8" closed.

CA65309

$69.99 ea.

$69.99 ea.

RussLock®
Nickel silver pins and
liners •Stainless steel
linerlock •4-1/8" closed.

CA65303

$66.99 ea.

This pattern was
released for 2018!
It has been returned
to the Case Vault
but we still have
inventory. Get one
while you can!

Doctor's Knife- 3-3/4" closed.

CA3570

Slimline
Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
CA65307

$55.99 ea.

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed
•Leather
belt sheath.
CA3574

$89.99 ea.

$60.99 ea.

Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed.

CA3493

Tear Drop
3-5/8" closed.
CA65308

The look of stag
in an attractive
bone handle!

$60.99 ea.

Mako® Lockback
Glazed finish blade
•Brass bolsters with
embellishment •No
shield •4-1/4" closed
•Leather belt sheath.

ca6921

$63.99 ea.

$102.99 ea.

TrapperLock
Thumb stud •Stainless steel
linerlock •4-1/8" closed.

CA65302

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$92.99 ea.

January 2019
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Duke- 3-1/4" closed.
bkmb946d

$39.99 ea.

magnum by boker Damascus Lockbacks
!

lsters
Etched bo

Features: 37 layer Damascus steel blades •Burlwood
handles •Stainless steel bolsters and liners
•Nickel silver pins.

Lady- 3-1/8" closed.

bkmb788d

$29.99 ea.

Lord
4-7/8" closed.
bkmb790d

$59.99 ea.
boker® TREE BRAND traditional series

Boker Traditional Series offers all the best! Features: High carbon stainless steel blades
•Bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, bolsters and shields.

Black Jigged Large
Stockman- 4" closed.
bk110725

$32.99 ea.

Brown Jigged Large
Stockman- 4" closed.
bk110726

Brown Jigged
Medium Stockman
3-1/2" closed.
bk110727

Brown Jigged
Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
bk110723

$29.99 ea.

$29.99 ea.

Black Jigged
Trapper- 4-1/4" closed.
bk110733

$32.99 ea.

Brown Jigged
Congress
3-5/8" closed.
bk110721

$34.99 ea.

$32.99 ea.

High
Carbon
Stainless
Steel
Blades!

Red Jigged Trapper
4-1/4" closed.
BK110747

$29.99 ea.

Black Jigged Medium
Stockman- 3-1/2" closed.

bk110728

Brown Jigged
Trapper - 4-1/4" closed.
bk110732

$34.99 ea.

10
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$29.99 ea.

Red Jigged Congress
3-5/8" closed.
BK110745

$29.99 ea.

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

imperial® by schrade® trapper
Features: 3Cr13 stainless steel blades with master
embellishment •Grey swirl celluloid handles •Brass pins
•Stainless steel liners, bolsters and shield
•3-1/2" closed •Dated for 2018 •Gift tin.

1085941

$9.99 per set

last of our
inventory!

limited
edition!

Gift tin.

imperial schrade®
Celluloid Pocketknives

Black and
White Swirl
Dog Leg Jack
2-7/8" closed.
IMPT42

Black and White
Swirl Stockman
3-1/4" closed.
IMPT45

Features (except where noted): 3Cr13Mov stainless
steel blades •Celluloid handles •Brass pins
•Stainless steel liners, bolsters and shields.

YOUR CHOICE
Cracked Ice
Cigar Whitler
4" closed.
IMPT9

Light Amber Medium Stockman
3-3/8" closed. impt15s
(also available)
Black Swirl
impt17s
Grey Swirl
impt16s

ea.

Black
Farmer's Folder
Composition handles
•Brass liners •Nickel
silver shield •No bolsters
•4-11/16" closed.
impt22l

Cracked
Ice Large
Trapper
4" closed.
impt13l

Cracked Ice
Lockback
3-3/4" closed.
impt23

Cracked Ice
Large Stockman
4" closed.
impt14l
Black Swirl
Medium Trapper
3-1/2" closed. impt17t
(also available)
Grey Swirl impt16t
Light Amber impt15t

Cracked Ice
Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
impt25

Cracked Ice Canoe
3-5/8" closed. impt11
(also available)
Cracked Ice Mini Canoe
2-7/8" closed. impt1011

YOUR CHOICE
Purple Swirl Small Stockman
2-5/8" closed.
impt19prs
(also available)
Pink Swirl
impt18ps
Cracked Ice
impt14

$6.99

Imperial is the
working man's
pocketknife-strong, sturdy
and affordable!

$5.99

Black Swirl Congress
3-5/8" closed. impt17c
(also available)
Light Amber impt15c
Cracked Ice impt20cI

ea.

Yellow Farmer's Folder
Composition handles •Brass liners
•Nickel silver shield •No bolsters
•3-5/8" closed.
impt22y
(also available)
Black
impt22

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Purple Swirl
Small Trapper
2-7/8" closed.
impt19prt
(also available)
Pink Swirl impt18pT
Cracked Ice
impt13
January 2019
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Benchmade® butterfly knives

87 Ti Bali-Song®- Features: Satin finish CPM-S30V
stainless steel blade •Precision sandblasted
titanium handles •Magnetic latch •Thrust
bearing washers •Custom hardware
•5-1/2" closed •Grey nylon
belt sheath.

bm87

Our Very Best!

$510.00 ea.

Morpho® Bali-Songs®- Features: D2 tool steel
blades •Nitrous® spring latch locking mechanisms
•Black G-10 handles •Blue anodized titanium
liners and pocket clips •5-3/8" closed.

$276.25 ea.
(also available) Black Finish Blade bm51bk $289.00 ea.
Satin Finish Blade bm51

Benchmade® boost® folders

Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® Assist with integrated safeties
•Dark grey Grivory® handles with black overmolded Versaflex® •Reversible,
tip-up, deep carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-7/8" closed.
Satin Finish Blade bm590

$140.25 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm590bk

$153.00 ea.

Benchmade® Osborne Reverse Tantos

Designed by Warren Osborne and highly regarded as one of the most quintessential EDCs of all time. Features: Thumb studs •Axis® locking
mechanisms •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.
Carbon Fiber Handles- CPM-S90V stainless steel blade •Stainless steel
liners •Blue anodized barrel spacers.

BM9401

$267.75 ea.

3-D Milled Black G-10 Handles- Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel
blade •Green anodized barrel spacers.

BM9402

$170.00 ea.

Green Anodized 6061-T6 Billet Aluminum Handles
CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Purple anodized titanium backspacers.
Satin Finish Blade bm940

$182.75 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm940bk

$195.50 ea.

Benchmade® 585 Barrage®

Quick, one-handed, ambidextrous opening. Osborne design. Features: 154 CM stainless steel
blades •Thumb studs •Axis® Assist with integrated safeties •Black Valox® handles
•Stainless steel liners •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4" closed.
Satin Finish Blade bm585

$123.25 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm585BK

$136.00 ea.

Benchmade® freek® folders

Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® locking mechanisms •Grey
Grivory® handles with black overmolded Versaflex® •Reversible
tip-up carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-7/8" closed.
Satin Finish Blade bm560

$110.50 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm560bk

Benchmade® 535 Bugout™

$123.25 ea.

Designed to be extremely lightweight and slim, yet comfortable to use. Features: Satin finish CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs
•AXIS® locking mechanisms •Blue Grivory® handles •Reversible tip-up deep carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed.
Plain bm535
(also available) Partially Serrated bm535s
your choice

$114.75 ea.

Benchmade® 556 Mini Griptilian® Folders

Pardue design. Features: 154 CM stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® locking mechanisms
•Black glass-filled nylon handles •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-7/8" closed.
Satin Finish Blade bm556

$93.50 ea.

(also available) Black Finish Blade bm556BK
12
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$106.25 ea.
Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

Artisan cutlery® Linerlocks

Features: Satin finish D2 tool steel blades (except where noted) with flippers •Ball bearing pivot
systems •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes •5" closed.

tomahawk

Black G-10 atz1815pbkf

shark

$52.49 ea.

NEW! Black Carbon Fiber

CLEAVER
STYLE
BLADEs!

Pocket clip.

NEW! Black G-10
ATZ1707PBK

$52.49 ea.

OD Green G-10

atz1707pgn

Stonewash finish blade.

atz1815pcf

Each model includes a
nylon storage pouch.

$64.49 ea.

$52.49 ea.

osprey

Stainless steel locking liner.

NEW! Carbon Fiber
S35VN stainless steel blade.
ATZ1707PCF

NEW! Black Carbon Fiber
ATZ1803PCF

zumwalt

Pocket clip.

ATZ1803PBKC

$110.99 ea.

Thin blood groove.

$64.49 ea.

Black G-10

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Black G-10

atz1808pbkc

$59.24 ea.

$59.24 ea.

littorals

Blood grooves.

OD Green G-10
atz1703pgn

Tradition

Black G-10
atz1703pbk
your choice

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Black G-10

$55.49 ea.

atz1702pbk

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$52.49 ea.
January 2019
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axes

Features: European style drop forged 1055 carbon steel heads •American hickory handles.
Heavy/Bulky Items:
Additional shipping
may apply.

Viking
A design collaboration between
Lynn Thompson, Dave Baker
and Rich McDonald that would
be the pride of any Viking!
•Head with hooking"beard" and
upswept thrusting "horn"
•30" overall •1 lb., 1.6 oz.

cs90wvba

Trail Boss
The Trail Boss is light and compact enough to carry all day in your hand
or strapped to your pack, yet heavy and tough enough for heavy chores
•26" overall •2 lbs., 9 1/2 oz.

$42.99 ea.

CS90TA

$34.99 ea.

tomahawks

Precision drop forged and differentially heat treated. This means that cutting edges are fully hardened, while the balance of the heads is left
relatively soft to absorb the shock of striking blows. Features: 1055 carbon steel heads •American hickory handles •22" overall.

Norse Hawk
Viking inspired with sleek
lines and brute strength.

cs90n

For chores or self
defense, these hawks
mean business!

Frontier Hawk
Tough but lightweight workhorse.

cs90fH

$29.99 ea.

$29.99 ea.

Flared for
throwing!
Great for
re-enactors!

Closeout! recon tanto

$uper
buy!

Features: Japanese VG-1 stainless steel blade with black Tuff-Ex finish •Full tang
•Rubberized handle •Molded guard •Lanyard hole •11-3/4" overall
•Kydex® belt sheath.

CS13RTKJ1

msrp $149.99

$54.99

ea.

machetes

Features: 1055 carbon steel blades with black baked on anti-rust matte finish
•Polypropylene handles •Lanyard holes •Cor-Ex™ sheaths (except where noted).
More than a machete, and the next best thing to an axe!

Black Bear Bowie- Truly epic! •17-3/4" overall.

cs97smbwz

$24.99 ea.

The bent, doubleedged blade is genius!

All Terrain Chopper- Field tested
in Australia by Lynn Thompson,
the Chopper packs astonishing
power! •30-1/2" overall.
cs97tmsts

Garden & Camp
An interpretation of a much-used African
agricultural tool. Utilize it for grass and weed trimming,
brush clearing, as a probe in tall grass or self defense •Sharp edges,
curved tip •6-1/2" handle •32-1/2" overall •Sheath not included.

$31.99 ea.

cs97gsmz

Royal Kukri- Capable of the toughest
bushcraft chores, from chopping firewood
to self defense •20-3/4" overall.

CS97KMIGS
14
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$29.99 ea.
We Accept

$14.99 ea.

Kukri
The original workhorse
•18" overall.

CS97KM

$24.99 ea.

Walking Sticks

Features: Polypropylene construction •For walking support or self
defense •Virtually unbreakable and impervious to the elements.

Irish
Blackthorn
Inspired by an
authentic Irish
Blackthorn
wood
shillelagh
(the national
weapon of
rural Ireland)
•37" overall.
CS91PBSz

$46.99 ea.

African
Based on the
“knob kerrie”
sticks carried
by the Zulu
people
of South
Africa for
hundreds
of years
•37" overall.
CS91WAS

Walkabout
Cane
Traditional
style
•38-1/2" overall.
cs91walkz

$34.99 ea.

$31.99 ea.

"ten shin"
walking
stick

The Ten Shin is an
oversized, custom
walking stick of
Steven Seagal's
own design.
Lynn Thompson
saw its great
potential, creating
an exact replica in
modern synthetic
polymer that
won't age, crack,
warp or splinter.
Features:
Polypropylene
construction
•44" overall
•Crook-top handle
featuring the
symbol for "Ten
Shin"-- literally
"Heaven Mind"
or "Walking the
Sacred Way".
cs91pssz

SJAMBOKS

The African Sjambok
(pronounced shambawk) is used as a cattle
prod, whip, riding crop
and for self protection,
especially effective
against deadly snakes.
Updated design with
input from Peter Mueller.
Features: Extruded black
plastic construction
•Soft, comfortable
Kraton® handles
resemble braided
leather •Lanyards.
42" CS95SMBZ

$14.99 ea.

(also available)
54" CS95SLBZ

$19.99 ea.

$54.99 ea.

Customer
favorites
for
walking
support &
personal
defense!

The
tallest
stick in
the line!

1849 rifleman's knife

Perfect for re-enactors and collectors. Features: Hand forged 1085 high carbon steel blade
•Full tang •Rosewood handles •Brass guard •Triple rivets •Lanyard
hole •17-1/2" overall •Hand stitched leather sheath with
belt frog and polished brass throat and chape.

cs88grb

$144.99 ea.

Hand stitched sheath.

special purchases!
pro lite lockbacks

Designed by Andrew Demko. Features:
German 411cryo quenched stainless steel
blades •Thumb studs (except where
Tanto
noted) •Tri-Ad locking mechanisms
cs20nst
•Black GFN handles •Ambidextrous
Sport
pocket clips •Lanyard holes
Clip Point
•4-1/2" closed.
Thumb hole.
3 or more mix-n-match cs20nu
your choice

$19.99 ea.

$17.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

msrp
$49.99

Clip Point
cs20nsc

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306•FAX (865) 429-0182

January 2019
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SPECIAL BUY! SOG® Traction Tanto Lockback

Features: Satin finish 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Black glass
reinforced nylon handles •Reversible low-carry pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

TD1012CP5814

msrp $27

$14.99 ea.

Pocket
clip.

sog® flash™ II Tanto Assisted Folder

Flash Knives provide wicked-quick blade access, lock up like Alcatraz, and look and feel extraordinary! Features: Cryogenic heat treated AUS-8
stainless steel blade with Black TiNi finish •Thumb stud •S.A.T.™ (SOG® Assisted Technology)
opening mechanism •Piston lock with Arc-Actuator™ •Safety •Glass reinforced
nylon handles •Ambidextrous/reversible bayonet mounted pocket clip
•Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

sogtf8

$39.99 ea.

special buy! sog® fielder

Features: Satin finish 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade
•Thumb stud •Assisted opening •Textured black G-10
handles •Aluminum bolsters •Tip-up carry pocket clip
•4-1/2" closed.

sogff3002

$16.99 ea. msrp $47

special buy! sog® gambit

Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel full tang construction
•Black GRN handles •Finger/lanyard hole •7-3/8" overall
•Molded nylon sheath with belt clip and lashing holes.

SOGGB1001CP

msrp $40

$18.99 ea.

sog® ace fixed blade

Convenient and reliable, the Ace fixed blade offers durability and
performance at an affordable price. Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless
steel blade with stonewash finish •Ridged spine •Black TPR
handle •Lanyard hole •8-5/8" overall •Black molded nylon
sheath with belt clip and integrated SOG® GROOVE™
for cord cutting.

SOGACE1001CP

sog® Mini instinct

Save $10!

Features: Satin polished one-piece 5Cr15MoV stainless steel construction •Lanyard/
lashing holes •4-7/8" overall •Black molded nylon sheath with belt clip.

sognb1001

$24.95 ea.

$24.95 now $14.99 ea.

special buy! sog® reactor
multitool

Features: Bead blast finish 5Cr13MoV stainless
steel construction •Compound leverage geared
needlenose pliers •Black coated assisted
opening blade with thumb stud •Bolt/nut
gripper •Bottle opener •Magnetic 1/4" hex bit
driver •Large flat driver bit •Phillips
screwdriver bit •Wire crimper •Hard wire
cutter •Lanyard ring •3-1/8" closed.
SOGRC1001CP

$24.99
msrp $59.99

Shown in
sheath.

sog® bite bottle opener

Based off the MACV skull logo, this little tool
goes anywhere the party is. Features: Black
coated 410 steel construction •Slotted at
each end to slide onto gear strap
•3-3/8" overall.
sogbt1001cp

$9.99 ea.

ea.

Shown closed.
Enlarged
to show
detail.
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Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

Shown
in use
(strap not
included).

NEW!
sog® combos
Included with both combos--

Keytron Lockback featuring: Stainless steel blade and handles •Thumb hole
•Locking keyring •3-5/8" closed. Centi I featuring: Stainless steel blade and
handles •Thumb hole •Slip joint design •Lanyard hole •2" closed.

EDC Essentials Combo with MacV Tool
featuring: TSA compliant •3Cr13 stainless
steel construction with hardcased black
finish •Strap/cord cutter •Wrenches--1/4",
3/8", 5/16" •1/4" hex bit driver •Small and
large screwdrivers •Phillips screwdriver •Bottle
opener •Carbide blade sharpener •Nail puller
•Pry bar •2-1/2" overall.

sogkit00066

Close At Hand Combo with RS-1 Framelock featuring:
Black coated stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Black GRN
handle frame •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

$19.99 per 3 piece combo

sogkit00074

$29.99 per 3 piece combo

lighters
your choice

$19.99 ea.

Protector
Black Matte.
ZP407343

Target Practice
White Matte.
zp29390

Off Center
Satin Chrome.
ZP10543

2nd Amendment
Green matte.
zp13584

2nd Amendment
HP chrome.
zp28290

"don't tread on me" bowie

Crown end
embellishment.

Features: Stainless steel blade with "DON'T TREAD ON ME" embellishment •Crown stag handle
with lasered star on end •22" overall (may vary slightly due to size of stag piece)
•Brass guard and blade spine ornament •Brown leather
belt sheath.

RR1941

$49.99

New Year Special! NOW

$44.99

minute man
trapper
rr1447

$12.99 ea.

Features: 440A stainless steel
blades with embellishments
•Embellished smooth natural
bone handles •Brass pins and
liners •Ringed nickel silver
bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

ea.

"don't tread on me" Stockman
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Yellow
smooth bone handles with
embellishment on front
•Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver bolsters
•3-3/4" closed.
rr1390

$9.99 ea.

"don't tread on me"
Novelty Cutlery
Master Barlow
Features: Stainless steel blades
•Clear acrylic handles with full
color art inserts •Stamped
cast metal bolsters front and
back •5" closed.

nv257

vintage look
5' x 3' u.s flags

Features: 100% polyester construction
•Double grommets •For indoor/outdoor use;
fade resistant •Measure 5' x 3'.
Gadsden
bsr7284
your
choice

$6.99 ea.
USA
bsr7283

$4.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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center-drive multitools

A game-changing multi-tool designed for real life, heavy-duty work. One-thumb
opening design allows for quick deployment of the full size tools you depend on most-the pliers, the blades, and the screwdriver. Features: All 420 HC stainless steel construction
•Full size knife blades •Full size spring-loaded pliers with X-Channel Rail System •Rotatable
carbide wire cutters and strippers •Pry bar with nail puller and bottle opener •Awl •File
•Magnetic flathead and Phillips screwdrivers •Extra-long 3.2" magnetic bit driver,
which opens to align with the center axis of the tool for torque and
rotation •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed •Fabric belt sheath.

Shown
closed.

$89.99

g1193n
ea.
(also available) Center-Drive with Bit Set
Torx bits-- #10, #15 •Square-- #1, #2 •Cross-- #1, #3
•Flat-- 5/32", 7/32", 1/4" •Hex-- 9/64", 5/32", 3/16".
g1194n

$99.99 ea.

#1 supplier of tools to U.S. Military

gerber® strongarm fixed blades

Features: Black ceramic coated 420 HC stainless
steel blades •Full tangs •Coyote brown rubber
overmolded, glass-filled nylon handles with
diamond texture •Striking pommels •Lanyard holes
•9-7/8" overall •MOLLE compatible molded synthetic sheaths
with multiple carry options and snap-together components.
Plain G01058
Partially Serrated G1059
(also available) Partially Serrated/Black g1060
your choice

$64.99 ea.

gerber® flatiron framelocks

The hottest trend in the knife industry - the cleaver! Simply unfold
and chop! Features: Satin finish, 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades
•Reverse curvature of the blade spine keeps knuckles away from
cutting surface •Thumb holes •Pocket clips •4-3/4" closed.

G-10 Handles G1495

Aluminum Handles

G1494

$39.99 ea.

Both feature
a pocket clip.

$34.99 ea.

gerber® Ultralight L.S.T.® Series

Features: 400 series stainless steel blades •Glass-filled nylon handles
•Lanyard holes.
Drop Point- 3-1/2" closed. G6009
ea.
(also available) Small Clip Point- 2-3/4" closed. G6050

$19.99

$12.99 ea.

Gerber® Gator® Machetes

Features: High carbon steel blades with precison ground sawtooth spines
•GatorGrip® rubber overmold handles •Double rivets •Lanyard
holes with cords •Riveted reinforced nylon belt sheaths.
Full Size
25-1/2" overall.
G758

$19.99 ea.

jr.- 18-3/4" overall.

G759
18
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$17.99 ea.

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

The Gator Grip
keeps tasks
comfortable and
securely in hand.

Gerber® Mark II®

The Mark II® was introduced in 1966, and immediately its legend was tested
in Vietnam. It's gotten a few upgrades but stayed true to the tradition.
Features: Stainless steel blade •Die cast aluminum handle •11-3/4" overall
•Ballistic nylon belt sheath with leg straps and plastic insert.

G1874

$99.99 ea.

SPECIAL purchase!
GERBER®
Icon™ linerlock

See more from
Gerber @

Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel
blade •Thumb stud •Black aluminum
handles with textured inlays •Pocket
clip •Lanyard hole •5-1/4" closed.

g003242n

$19.99

SPECIAL! GERBER®
MINI PARAFRAME™/
SHARD COMBO

ea.

MSRP $20

You get a great EDC knife PLUS a handy tool with this dynamic
duo! Mini Paraframe Framelock features: High carbon stainless
steel blade •Stainless steel handle frame •Pocket clip •3" closed.
Shard features: Stainless steel construction •2-3/4" overall •Pry
bar •Large and small flathead screwdrivers •Wire stripper/puller
•Bottle opener •Cross driver •Lanyard hole.

msrp $44

gerber® suspension nxt multi-tool

Features: Features: 100% stainless steel construction •Locking,
outboard tools •Partially serrated blade •Spring loaded needlenose/
regular pliers •Real cross driver •Wire stripper •Wire cutter •Scissors
•Small, medium, and large flathead screwdrivers •Can opener •Bottle
opener •Awl •File •Ruler •Pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

G3531

$9.99

Pocket
clip.

per set

g1364

$29.99 ea.

gerber® STL 2.0™

Features: Stainless steel blade and framelock handles •Titanium
PVD coating •Thumb hole •Lanyard hole •3" closed.

g41122

$11.99 ea.

Pocket
clip.

Gerber® original E.A.B.
(Exchange-A-Blade) linerlock

Features: Uses contractor or standard grade utility blade (one
included) •Stainless steel handles •Pocket/money clip •2-7/8" closed.

G41830

gerber® short stack ar-15 multitool

Features: Compatible with multiple AR-15 configurations, including
Magpul M-LOK accessories, it is literally on hand when needed
•410 stainless steel construction •The three parts are magnetic for
easy assembly and to make sure the bits don't get lost •Front sight
adjustment tool •Firing pin scraper •Bolt carrier and bolt scraper
•Cleaning cable pull-through handle (cable not included)
•Buffer tube wrench •4mm wrench/bit driver •7mm
7 MM Wrench
wrench for M-LOK fasteners •1/2", 3/8" and 3/4"
for M-LOK
wrenches •Curvedslotted driver •(2) two-sided
Fasteners
bits (#0 cross driver, T10, 1/8" hex, 4mm hex)
•2-15/16" overall •Weighs only 2.8 ounces.

g2997

$39.99 ea.

Buffer Tube
Wrench

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$11.99 ea.

3/8" Wrench Shown disassembled.
Firing Pin Scraper
Front Sight
Adjustment
Tool
3/4"
Wrench

1/2" Wrench

Two-Sided
Hex Bits

Bolt Carrier & Bolt Scraper

Cleaning Cable Pull-Through Handle

January 2019

Shown closed.
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scrimshaw series pocketknives

Old-time whalers often found themselves at sea for years at a time. To pass the time, some spent hours etching intricate designs into
whale teeth and bones, a hobby that became the art of scrimshaw. This series of knives with intricate animal carvings celebrates that art.
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Stag and scrimshawed natural bone handles •Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver bolsters •Black and nickel silver spacers.
Each knife
packaged
in gift box!

Trapper/Eagle
4-1/8" closed.

mr249

$14.99 ea.

Back in

Dogleg Trapper/Moose
4-1/2" closed.

mr259

stock!

$14.99 ea.

mr260

marble's® cattle king kniFe

$17.99 ea.

Shop more Marble's® @

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master etch
•Stag bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters
and longhorn steer shield •4-1/4" closed.

mr276

Jumbo Trapper/Deer- 4-1/2" closed.

$12.99 ea.

MSRP $26

Marble's® GENUINE stag bone handle POCKETKNIVES

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Stag bone handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver
shields and ringed bolsters •Black vinyl zippered pouches with padded interiors.

Brown small
toothpick- 3" closed.

MR196

Green Large
Coke Bottle
5-1/2" closed.

MR194

$14.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

Both include vinyl
zippered pouch!

marble's® painter's linerlock

Bottle
opener.

Features: Jimping throughout •Orange and black splatter coated 440A stainless steel blade with flipper
•Assisted opening •Orange and black G-10 handles •Integrated bottle opener •Pocket clip
•Lanyard hole in screwdriver/paint lid opener tip •5-1/8" closed.

Screwdriver/
paint lid
opener tip.

$12.99 $pecial
now $9.99 ea.

MR404

marble's® mil-spec hunter

Features: One piece stainless steel construction •CNC milled handle
•Cord lanyard •8-5/8" overall •Nylon belt sheath.

mr329

$9.99 ea.

One piece solid steel!

marble's® hunk o' steel all-purpose multi-tool

Features: All 440A stainless steel construction •Common wrench slots •Oxygen wrench •Wire stripper •Bottle opener
•Standard ruler •Range finder •Universal hex wrench slot
It does almost everything!
•Phillips head screwdriver Flathead screwdriver •Lanyard hole
BUY 1
•7" overall •Carabiner clip (non load bearing).

mr402
20

$4.99 ea.

Carabiner clip
included!

January 2019

GET 1 FREE!

Offer expires 2/1/19.

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

Black Knife with Survival Bracelet
Bracelet features: Black braided paracord
with LINE STRAND TECHNOLOGY (internal
strand of fishing line which may be
separated and used with a hook--not
included) and STRIKE STRAND TECHNOLOGY
(outer orange strand may be used as tinder)
•Use the integrated fire starter and striker,
accessible by unfastening the buckle, to
light the tinder •Buckle has integrated safety
whistle •Compass •One size fits most.
mr395

marble's® survivalist sets

Orange
Lockbacks feature: 440A stainless steel blades
Knife with
with non-glare finish •Textured composition
Waterproof
handles with finger grips •Lanyard holes
Match Box- Match Box
•5" closed •Black nylon belt sheaths can
features: Stainless steel
be worn vertically or horizontally.
construction with swivel opening
your choice
•Lanyard bail •2-3/4" overall. mr425

$9.99 per set

Match Box shown open
(matches not included).

Close-up of
fire starter/
striker buckle.

Gift box.

marble's® life saver set

marble's® camp combo Set

Compass features: Brass construction •1-3/4" diameter. Match
Box features: Stainless steel construction with swivel opening
•Lanyard bail •2-3/4" overall.
Knife features: 100% 420A stainless
steel construction •Can opener •Cap
lifter/screwdriver •Punch •Lanyard bail
•3-5/8" closed.
MR387

$14.99
per set

Both feature: 100% 420A stainless steel construction.
G.I. Utility Knife features: Spear blade •Can opener
•Flat head screwdriver/bottle opener
•Leather punch •Lanyard bail •3-5/8" closed.
Camper's Best Friend features: Spork
Reproduction of the
•Can opener •Bottle opener •Lanyard hole
popular utility
•Mini carabiner clip •4" overall.
knife issued to

Match box
shown open.

mr390

$9.99 per set

(available separately)
Match Box
MR150

$6.99 ea.

marble's® Wilderness survival set

Compass features: Brass construction •1-3/4" diameter. Match Box features:
Stainless steel construction with swivel opening •Lanyard bail •2-3/4" overall.

MR388

$12.99 per set

2 PIECES
UNDER $10

G.I.s in World War II

marble's® G-10 marlin spike

Features: 440A stainless steel blade,
frame and locking liner
•Thumb hole •Black
G-10 handles
•Spike •Lanyard
bail •4" closed.

mr384

$7.99 ea.

Spike
shown
in use.

marble's® handyman's helper ii
Shown
closed.

This knife incorporates a 16" ruler! Features: Stainless steel
blades and handles •4" closed.

mr202

$6.99 ea.

Shown
with blades
open.

marble's®
gun tool/
screwdriver

Features: Tool steel construction
•Small, medium and large
screwdrivers •1-1/2" diameter
•31-1/2" neck chain.

MR428

$2.99 ea.

Ruler shown open.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! marble's® skinners

your choice

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged buffalo horn handles •Stainless steel
guards •Aluminum pommels •Black, brass and brown spacers •Leather belt sheaths.

Large- 10-1/2" overall. MR448

$19.99 ea.

Small- Thumb ridges •9" overall. MR450

MARBLE'S® Stacked Leather Skinner

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Stacked leather
handle •Brass guard •Aluminum pommel •9-7/8" overall
•Leather belt sheath.

MR397

$29.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® Stag HUNTING KNIVES

Features: Stainless steel blades •Stag handles •Brass guards
•Spacers •Leather belt sheaths.

genuine stag handles!

Everyday Hunter-10" overall.

Pig Belly Skinner- 10-3/4" overall.

mr808

$24.99 ea.

mr801

$22.99 ea.

marble's®
field hatchets

Features: Full tangs
•Smooth bone and
stag handles •Brass
spacers and multiple
rivets •Lanyard holes
•7-3/4" overall
•Leather belt sheaths.

Stainless Steel

mr826

$19.99 ea.

Damascus Steel

mr826d

marble's® American Hickory axes

Full Size Double Bit
Head measures
9-1/2" x 4-3/8"
•37" overall.
MA782DB

Features: Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel axe heads
•American hickory handles
•Lanyard holes
•Made in El Salvador.

Single Bit Hatchet
Head measures
4-5/8" x 2-1/4"
•11" overall.
MA700SB

$16.99 ea.

Double Bit Hatchet
Head measures
5-3/8" x 2-1/2"
•14-1/2" overall.
MA700DB

$19.99 ea.

$29.99 ea.

$34.99 ea.

Camp
Head measures
6-1/4" x 4"
•15-7/8" overall.
MA701SB

Heavy/Bulky Item:
Additional
shipping may apply.

$19.99 ea.

quality you
can count on!
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closeouts!
your choice

sportsman series™
folders

NOW

Features: Titanium coated
440 stainless steel blades
•Thumb studs
R1Ti linerlock
•Assisted opening
Grey anodized
•Pocket clips •Lanyard aluminum handles. Model 830 framelock
Black G-10 handles.
holes 4-1/2" closed.
RE11509
RE11510

$21.99

$9.99

ea.

MSRP $24.99

MSRP $29.99

SPORTSMAN SERIES™ F.A.S.T.® 2.0 LINERLOCK

Features: Beadblast 440 stainless steel blade •Thumb stud
•Assisted opening •Aluminum handles •Lanyard hole
•Pocket clip •5" closed. R11613

f.a.s.t. framelocks

your choice

Features: 440 stainless steel blades with flippers
•Thumb studs •Black rubber coated
stainless steel handles
•Removable pocket clips
•Lanyard holes
•5" closed.
Black Blade re18219

$7.99

lightning
fast!

Beadblast Blade
re18220

special buy! tool logic® card companion

Features: Black ABS plastic construction •Knife with satin finish stainless steel
blade •Can/bottle opener •Awl •8x power lens •Compass •Small and large
screwdrivers •Standard/metric ruler •Toothpick •Tweezers
•Measures 3-3/8" x 2-1/8".

tlcc1sb

ea.

MSRP $29.99

11 tools that fit in
your wallet!

Beat that,
leatherman!

$9.99 ea.

SPECIALS FROM BROWNING®
HUNT 'N GUT LINERLOCK
All your hunting tools in one! Features: Satin finish 8Cr13MoV
stainless steel drop point, guthook and saw blades •Red
pakkawood handles •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

BN3220053

Pocket clip.

$14.99 ea. MSRP $34.99

BLACK LABEL 1911 LINERLOCK
Gun enthusiasts will love the 1911 pistol grip handle! Features:
8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with grey finish •Flipper and thumb
stud •Black and grey G-10 machined handles •Lanyard hole
•Pocket clip •3-5/8" closed.
Pocket clip.

BN320181BL

$14.99 ea. MSRP $39.95

EVEN MONEY FOLDERS
To open and close, simply push the lock button; the handle rotates in
relation to the blade until they both snap into place.
Features: Grey finish 5Cr15MoV stainless steel
blades •Aluminum handles with black G-10
scales •Pocket clips •Lanyard hole
Drop Point
pommels that double as flat head
BN3220026B
screwdrivers •4" closed.
YOUR CHOICE
Dagger
BN3220056

Even Money
Folder
in action!.

Pocket
clip.

$11.99 ea. MSRP $29.95

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Closeouts!

assisted opening LINERLOCKS

Features: AUS-8 stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb
studs •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening mechanisms
•Safeties •Aluminum handles •Stainless steel
liners •Tip-up carry pocket clips
•Lanyard holes.
your choice

$9.99

Bead Blast Partially Serrated Blade/Black Handles
Glass breaker tip •5" closed. SCha6ls

ea.

Bead Blast Plain Blade/Brown Handles
4-3/8" closed. SCHA7BR

msrp $48
All have pocket clips.

framelocks

$7.99

Black Partially Serrated Blade/Black Handles
4-3/8" closed. SCHA7BS
Grooved Handle
SCTH304S

Features: Titanium coated 9Cr18MoV high carbon
stainless steel blades with swedged
spines •Thumb studs •Titanium
coated stainless steel handle
frames •Tip-down carry
pocket clips •Lanyard
holes •4-3/4" closed.
your choice

msrp $62

Plain Handle
SCTH303S

ea.

msrp $32

Large framelock

Features: 9Cr18MoV titanium coated high carbon stainless steel blade
•Thumb stud and ridges •G-10 and titanium coated stainless
steel handle frame •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •5" closed.

SCTH104LS

$7.99

ea.

msrp $37

mini m.a.g.i.c. linerlocks

Features: AUS-8 stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs
•M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening mechanisms •Safeties •Coarse powder
coated aluminum handles •Stainless steel liners •Tip-down carry
pocket clips •3-3/8" closed •Lanyard holes.
your choice

$7.99

ea.

msrp $35

Black Coated Partially Serrated Blade/
Green Handles SCHA7smgrs

Black Coated Plain Blade/
Black Handles SCHA7SMB

Black Coated Partially Serrated Blade/
Black Handles SCHA7smbs

linerlock

Features: 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Thumb stud
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •Thumb ridges •TPR coated ABS
handles •Tip-down carry pocket clip •4-5/8" closed.

SCH001S
24

$4.99

ea.
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msrp $40

We Accept

Closeouts! m.a.g.i.c. assisted opening linerlocks

Features: Thumb studs •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening mechanisms •Stainless steel liners •Lanyard holes.

This page $14.99 now your choice

recurves

$9.99

SAVE BIG
OFF MSRP!

ea.

Black coated 4034 stainless steel blades with flippers •Jimping throughout •Safeties •Black aluminum
luminum handles with grey rubber inserts •Tip-down carry pocket clips •4-3/8" closed.

Pocket clip.

Partially Serrated sctha4bgs

msrp $60

Plain sctha4bg

tantos

Black coated, partially serrated 4034 stainless steel blades with flippers •Jimping throughout •Safeties •Black aluminum
handles with rubber inserts •Tip-down carry pocket clips •4-3/8" closed.

Pocket clip.

msrp $60

Grey Insert scha4bgts

Black Insert scha4bts

angled tantos

Bead blast finish 4034 stainless steel blades with flippers
•Safeties •Black aluminum handles with
grey rubber inserts •Tip-up carry
pocket clips •4-3/8" closed.
Plain SCTHA3

Pocket clip.

msrp $64

Partially Serrated SCTHA3s

ANGLED drop pointS

Black coated (except where noted) AUS-8 stainless steel blades with flippers •Safeties •Aluminum
handles with rubber traction inserts •Tip-up carry pocket clips •4-3/8" closed.

msrp $48
Black/Plain
SCha5b

Brown/Partially Serrated
SCha5brs

Pocket clips.

Black/Partially Serrated
SCha5bs

Black/Partially Serrated/
Satin Finish Blade SCHA5S

dual assist

Speed or control? The choice is yours! •Black coated AUS-8 stainless steel blades with flippers
•Thumb ridges •Mode selector to choose between M.A.G.I.C. assisted
or manual opening •Black aluminum handles •Reversible,
tip-up carry pocket clips •4-5/8" closed.
Partially Serrated scha10bs
(also available) Plain scha10b

msrp $64

Pocket clip.

shiznit™

Black coated AUS-8 high carbon stainless steel blade
with flipper •Safety •Black aluminum handles •Tip-up,
deep-carry pocket clip •4-3/8" closed.
SCHA13BS

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

Pocket clip.

msrp $75
January 2019
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Old Timer® ASSISTED OPENERS

Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3-1/8" closed.
YOUR CHOICE

$24.99 ea.

Desert Ironwood Handles/
Nickel Silver Caps 1084273

Sawcut Handles/Nickel
Silver Bolsters 1084277

Assisted open!

Old Timer® Fixed Blades

Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles •Nickel silver rivets and shields •Leather belt sheaths.

Deerslayer- 10-1/2" overall.

sct15

Fixed blade
favorites!

$29.99 ea.

Woodsman- Brass guard
•9-1/2" overall.

sct165Ot

$27.99 ea.

Hawkbill
Pruner Linerlock
Thumb stud
•Pocket clip •4" closed.

sc216ot

Sharpfinger Skinner- Lanyard hole •7" overall.

18.99 ea.

$19.99

sct152
ea.
(also available) Large Sharpfinger
Lanyard hole •8-5/8" overall.
SCT152otl

$23.99 ea.

Old Timer® Pocketknives

Features (except where noted): 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades
•Sawcut OT handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Middleman Stockman
Two Blade
3-1/4" closed.
Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed.
Pioneer Linerlock
sct34
ea.
with Pocket Clip
sct25ot
ea.
Thumb stud •Pocket
clip •4" closed.

$19.99

SC223OT

$26.99

$16.99 ea.

Scout Knife
Can opener
•Screwdriver/
cap lifter •Awl
•Lanyard bail
•3-3/4" closed.
SCT23ot

Gunstock
Linerlock
3-7/8" closed.
sct194

$14.99 ea.

Cave Bear Folding Hunter- Brass bolsters
and shield •5" closed •Leather belt sheath.

Sct7

$19.99 ea.

$24.99 ea.

Uncle henry® Golden Spike

Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel
blade •Full tang •Staglon® handles •Brass guard
and end cap •Spacers •9-3/8" overall •Leather belt
sheath •Sharpening stone.

uncle henry folders

Features: 7Cr17 high carbon stainless
steel blades •Brass pins (except where
noted) and liners.

sct153

your choice

$29.99 ea.

POCKETKNIVES- Staglon®
handles •Nickel silver
bolsters and shields.

Lockbacks- Brass bolsters •5" closed •Leather belt sheaths.

$26.99 ea.

Senior
Rancher
4" closed.
sct885uh

$21.99 ea.

Papa Bear- Staglon® handles. SCTLB8
(also available) Bear Paw- Wood handles. sctLB7
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Leather sheath
& bonus
sharpening stone.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

Large
Folding Hunter
Nickel silver pins
•5-1/4" closed
•Leather belt sheath.

sct227uh

$26.99 ea.

old timer®
limited edition gift set

SMKW Exclusive Tin!

Set of (3) knives plus keyring, packaged in a
custom tin DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY for SMKW!
Knives feature: Stainless steel blades with
master embellishments •Yellow synthetic
handles. Fixed Blade features: Full tang
•Double nickel silver rivets •6-5/8" overall.
Lockback features: Stainless steel liners
and pins •3-1/4" closed. Stockman features:
Stainless steel liners and pins •3" closed.
Keyring features: Metal ring •Leather fob
with OLD TIMER medallion.

1092106

$19.99 per set

old timer® gift set Blazer

Features: Sawcut OT handles •Nickel silver bolsters and shields
•7Cr13 stainless steel blades •Brass pins and liners •Includes deck
of (52) playing cards customized with images of (13) popular
Old Timer knives •3-3/4" closed.

1085944

$9.99 ea. 3 or more $7.99 ea.

old timer® wildlife set

Features: Set of (3) linerlocks-- one each deer, wild turkeys and water
fowl •Bead blast finish, 3Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb
studs •Wood handles with thin steel art inserts •4-3/4" closed.

1085946

$19.99 per set 3 or more Sets $16.99 per set

Deer.

Custom deck
of playing
cards.

Turkey.

Water fowl.

MAKES A
GREAT GIFT!

Limited Edition

uncle henry® FOUR PIECE gift set

BONUS leather wallet! Knives feature: 3Cr13 stainless steel
blades •Staglon® handles •Limited edition gift tin. Fixed Blade
features: Brass guard •8" overall. Pocketknives feature: Brass
pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shield •3-1/4" closed
Stockman •2-3/4" closed One Blade.

1085956

$29.99 per set

3 or more Sets

$24.99 per set

®

old timer® Lockback

Features: Sawcut OT handles •Nickel silver bolsters and shields •3Cr13
stainless steel blade •Nickel silver pins and liners •Includes "OLD TIMER"
keyring with leather fob •3-3/4" closed •Packaged in a custom tin.

1085943

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$9.99 ea. 3 or more $7.99 ea.
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Old Timer® Fixed Blades

Features (except where noted): Stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles •Nickel silver rivets and shields •Leather belt sheaths.

Timeless quality at affordable prices!

Bowie- Brass guard, shield, and double
rivets •Lanyard hole •14-1/2" overall
•Heavy duty nylon sheath.

1085938 $pecial

$19.99 ea.

Limited quantity!

Sharpfinger Guthook
Lanyard hole •7-1/2" overall.

sct158

$19.99 ea.

Boot Knife
Nickel silver throat
•7-3/4" overall.

Mountain Lion- Brass guard
•9-1/2" overall.

sct160ot

$26.99 ea.

sct162ot

Old Timer® Pocketknives

Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles •Brass pins
(except where noted) and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Mighty Mite Linerlock
•Nickel silver pins
•2-3/4" closed.

SCT18

Mariner Leverlock
Marlin spike
•4" closed.
SCT735

$22.99 ea.

$11.99 ea.

Barlow
Nickel silver pins
•Stamped bolsters
•3-3/8" closed.
sct280ot

Junior Stockman
2-3/4" closed.

sct108

$24.99 ea.

Small Game Muskrat
3-15/16" closed.

$17.99 ea.

sct77

$14.99 ea.

Bearhead
Lockback
3" closed.
sct3

$14.99 ea.

$18.99 ea.

Uncle Henry® PocketKnives

Features: 7Cr17 high carbon stainless steel blades •Staglon® handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Hawkbill
4" closed.
SCT16uh

Signature
Premium
Stockman
3-1/2" closed.
sct897

$18.99 ea.

Junior Stockman
2-3/4" closed.

sct807

$21.99 ea.

Lockback
3-3/4" closed.
sct5uh

$21.99 ea.

$17.99 ea.

Uncle henry® Special Edition Hunter

Features: 3Cr13 stainless steel blade •Full tang •Staglon® handles •Black coated
triple screw rivets •12" overall•Leather belt sheath •Sharpening stone.

1085939

$24.99 ea.

Old Timer® honesteel

Features: A3 steel •Leather lanyard
•7" overall •Leather belt sheath.

scths1
28

$14.99 ea.
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SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

Include leather
sheath & bonus
sharpening stone.

Old Timer® Splinter
Carving Knife

Uncle Henry® Deluxe Wood Carving Kit

Features: 65Mn high carbon steel blades •Sawcut OT
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and
shield •4-3/8" closed.

SCT24

$19.99 ea.
Hook
blade

Straight
gouge

V-scorp
blade

Chisel
blade

Gouge
scorp
blade

Detail
blade

Features: (10) interchangeable, high carbon stainless steel blades (shown below)
•4-5/8" wood handle •Three way brass jaw
chucking system •Carrying case.

"how to whittle" BOOKS

Features: Written by Jack D. Jackson
•Softcover •Instructions, photos and diagrams.

The Whimsies of Yesterday
The Old Time Way
Book 1
Book 2
144 pages •A "whimsy" is a carving
72 pages •A little more
from a single piece of wood with
advanced, building on the
movable parts •From knives
skills taught in the first book.
and tools to whittling safety.

$12.99 ea.

bo52195

$19.99 ea.

SCT22

$19.99 per set

Scrimshaw Kit by Rough Ryder

Kit includes: 4-1/8" closed trapper, with smooth
natural bone handles perfect for scrimshanding
•Etching scribe tool •Wooden stylus •India
ink •Cotton swabs •Transfer paper •Steel
wool •Pre-crafted design patterns
•Instruction booklet •Carrying pouch.

RR1579

bo52196

Kit in
carrying
case.

set includes these (10)
interchangeable blades
Pack of (4) 65Mn Blades
•LD2 1/2" x .05" heavy duty blade
•LN3 1/2" x .05" carving blade
•LS1 1/2" x .05" carving blade
•LBG #7, 5/16" cut sweep gouge
Pack of (6) 6SBL Small Detail Blades
•20E x 15/16" with radius outside curve grind
•21EX straight blade
•#11 straight blade with slanted edge grind
•#10 1" with radius inside curve grind
•#8 2" with radius inside curve grind
•#22 2" with radius inside
curve grind

$14.99 per set

The knife is
included and
ready for your
masterpiece!

Instruction
booklet.

Scribe tool enlarged to
show detail.

(also available separately)
White Trapper

RR22034W

STEELEX® 12 PIECE CARVING CHISEL SET

This complete Carving Chisel Set features: Beechwood handles with
steel ferrules •Each chisel measures 7-1/2" overall
•Set stores in a leather roll-up pouch.
Set includes:
•6mm straight
•12mm straight
•10mm V-tool
•6mm right skew
•6mm double skew
•8mm gouge
•10mm gouge
Shown in pouch
•14mm gouge
(included).
•6mm spoon
•6mm beading
•6mm round nose
D2227
per set
•6mm V-groove

Knife stores on
the outside of
the pouch.

$9.99 ea.

12 piece carving set by rough ryder
All the tools you need for woodcarving!
Features: Carbon steel blades
•4-1/4" smooth wood handles
•(1) each v-tool, round chisel
and awl •(2) straight chisels
•(3) gouges •(4) slanted skews
•Nylon carrying case.

rr641

$49.99

CARVE A MASTERPIECE!

MSRP
$19.99

$9.99 per set

Shown
in case
(included).

Whittlin' Buddy knife

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Amber jigged bone handles •Brass
pins and liners •Nickel silver spacers and embossed bolsters •5-1/8" closed.

rr565

$14.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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special purchase! ontario knife co. bushcraft machete

Features: Black powder coated 5160 steel blade with full flat taper grind and flat bevel
•Full tang •Micarta handles •Triple rivets •Lanyard hole
•21-3/4" overall.
OKC6521

$59.99 ea.

msrp $74.95

special purchase! ontario knife co. rat 1 linerlock

Features: Black coated, full flat taper ground AUS-8 stainless steel blade •T.A.O. assisted
opening mechanism, designed by Joe Pardue •Safety•Thumb stud and ridges
•Desert tan G-10 handles •Reversible, tip-up or -down carry
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •5" closed.

OKC8871TN

$34.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

msrp $52.95

SPECIAL production!
america's heroes Linerlock

Shown in gift tin.

Features: Black oxide coated 3Cr13 stainless steel blade
with flipper •Thumb stud •Red, white and blue aluminum
handles •Recessed seatbelt cutter •Tungsten glass breaker
punch •Pocket clip •4-3/4" closed •Gift tin.

1085960

$14.99 ea. 3 or more $12.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Modern FIXED BLADE

Features: Black coated 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel blade
with lashing holes •Full tang •Micarta handles •Double rivets
•Lanyard hole •11-1/4" overall •Ballistic nylon sheath
with sharpening stone.

SWf4lm $PECIAL

$14.99

msrp $64

ea.

linerlocks
Extreme Ops®- Features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges
•Black aluminum handles •Pocket clip •4-5/8" closed.

swa14cp $PECIAL

$4.99

ea.

msrp $30

Black Ops®- Jimping throughout •Black coated 4034 stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole and
ridges •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening mechanism •Safety •Black aluminum handles •Lanyard hole
•3-3/8" closed.

swblop2smbsc $PECIAL

$9.99

ea.

closeouts!

msrp $45

165th anniversary linerlock set

Features: Set of (2) •Black coated stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs and ridges •Aluminum handles with
black fading into (1) each red and blue •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/8" closed •Full color collector's tin.

SWP176CP

$12.99

per set

Pocket clips.

msrp $40
Shown in
gift tin.

black ops® linerlock

Features: Black coated 4034 stainless steel blade with flipper •Blood groove •Thumb
stud and ridges •M.A.G.I.C. assisted opening mechanism •Safety •Textured
red aluminum handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

SWblop3rbs
30

$19.99

ea.
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Pocket clip.

msrp $59

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

morakniv® knives by Mora of sweden

300 years of superior sharpness and outstanding toughness using one of the world's best steels!

Garberg

The ultimate knife for any
bushcrafter and the first full
tang knife produced by Mora®!
Features: 3.8mm thick Scandi
grind edges •Blade spines ground
at a 90º angle specifically for use
with a fire starter (not included)
and capable of shaving wood for
tinder •Robust, rugged polyamide
handles •Lanyard holes •9" overall
•MOLLE compatible, plastic MultiMount sheaths with multiple carry
options and a built-in click lock to
keep the knife secure.

Semi-Matte Finish Stainless Steel Blade fs12642

$79.99 ea.
Multi-Mount sheath
shown apart.

Blackened Carbon Steel Blade FS13147

$89.99 ea.

kansbol

Features: Semi matte finish 12C27 stainless steel
blade •Spine is ground at a 90º angle specifically
for use with a fire starter (not included) •Polyamide
handle with textured TPE inlays for exceptional
grip •Lanyard hole •8-7/8" overall •Built-in click
lock secures knife in polymer sheath.

FS12634

$33.99 ea.

Companion Heavy Duty

Features: Heavy duty 3.2mm thick carbon
steel blade •Black rubber handle with soft
high friction grip •9" overall •Olive drab
plastic sheath.

fs12494

$24.99 ea.

Companion

Features: High friction grip handles •7-1/2" overall
•Composition sheaths in corresponding colors.
Stainless Steel/Black FS12141
(also available)
Stainless Steel/Dark Green fs11827
Stainless Steel/Orange FS11824
High Carbon Steel/Dark Green fs11863

your choice

$19.99 ea.

Clipper

A real
work
knife!

Features: High carbon steel blade •Black
and red rubber handle •8-1/2" overall
•Black composition sheath with drain hole
and belt clip.

fs840

$16.99 ea.

CRAFT knives

The Mora Craft knives were designed for hard-working people who need dependable blades
for a variety of tasks. Features: Perfectly balanced carbon steel blades •Ergonomic, impact
resistant, rubber handles are slightly oversized to fit better in your hand •Molded finger
guards for optimum safety •8" overall •Combi-sheaths.
pro c- 2mm thick
blade •Black and
burgundy handle.
fs12243

$12.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

robust
3.2mm
extra thick
blade
•Black and
grey handle.

FS12249
January 2019

$17.99 ea.
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closeouts! u.s. army knives

tactical fixed blades

Features: Black coated 440C stainless steel blades with embellishments
•Blood grooves •Full tangs •Jimping throughout •Skeletonized
desert tan G-10 handles •Black coated cast metal guards
and pommels •Multiple screw rivets •Lanyard holes
•9-1/2" overall •MOLLE compatible black nylon
sheaths with multiple carry options and leg ties.
MSRP $49.99
Plain MCA1004TS
Partially Serrated MCA1004TD
your choice

$6.99 ea.

Assisted Opening Linerlocks

Zytel
Features (except where noted): Stonewash finish
4-1/2" closed.
stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs
Black
•Jimping throughout •Assisted opening
MSRP $39.99
MCAA1017BS
•Pocket clips •Lanyard holes.
Pocket clip.

Green
MCAA1017gS

your choice
Pocket clip.

$4.99 ea.

cast metal
Black- Black coated blade •Thumb ridges •Glass breaker tip
•No lanyard hole •5" closed. MCAA1025bS

G-10
Black- 5" closed.
MCAA1021bS
Pocket clip.

linerlocks

Features: Blackwash finish 8Cr13 stainless steel blades
with flippers •Thumb studs and ridges
•CNC machined G-10 handles
•Ball bearing pivots •Blackwash
Black
finish pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.
mca1027bk
YOUR CHOICE

Pocket clip.

$4.99 ea. MSRP $39.99

Digi-Camo
mca1027dg

Linerlock/Tactical Pen Set

MCA4001bk

Gift boxed. Linerlock features: Stonewash finish stainless steel blade
with flipper •Thumb stud •Assisted opening •Jimping throughout
•Black Zytel® handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.
Pen features: Titanium coated aluminum construction
•Twist-out pen point •Black ink •Self-defense
tip with L.E.D. light •Pocket clip.
MSRP $44.99

VIETNAM BROTHERHOOD
Rough Ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted etches
•Handles of Stoneworx turquoise, bloody jasper and other synthastones
•Brass liners •Nickel silver spacers and ringed bolsters •4-3/8" closed
•Custom packaging.
Moose
Stockman
RR1832
ea.
rr1393

$16.99

$14.99 ea.

Custom
collector
packaging.

$6.99 per set

pocketknives
Novelty Cutlery Master Barlow
Features: Stainless steel blades
•Clear acrylic handles with full
color art inserts •Stamped
cast metal bolsters front
and back •5" closed.
nv260

$4.99 ea.

Saigon Sidekick fighter by Rough Ryder

Features: 440A stainless steel blade, pommel and guard
•Sawback spine •Stacked leather handle with black and red
spacers •Braided paracord lanyard •Nylon sheath
•12-1/2" overall.

rr1093
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Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

NEW! marble's® survival tool card

Features: One piece black coated stainless steel construction •Can
opener •Knife and saw edge •Screwdriver •2-3/4" standard ruler
•2.54cm metric ruler •Cap opener •Two- and four-position wrenches
•Butterfly wrench •Manual direction finder •Cord wrap •Measures
3-3/8" x 2-1/8" x 3/64" •Vinyl storage pouch.

mr442

$4.99 ea.

Vinyl storage
pouch included!

Combat ready knives
MSRP $29.99

Karambit Boot Knife
Features: Stonewashed stainless steel full tang construction •Textured
black composition handle scales •Double rivets •Finger/lanyard hole
•8" overall •Molded black nylon sheath with spring steel clip.

Armor Charmer Linerlock
Features: Matte finish stainless steel blade with flipper
•Assisted opening •Riveted-look aluminum handles
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

CBR365

$6.99 ea.

cbr340

Assisted Opening Folders
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Thumb
studs •G-10 handles •Pocket clips.
Squint Linerlock- Acid washed blade
•Thumb ridges •Multicolor handles
•Lanyard hole •3-1/4" closed.

cbr351

Tiger Framelock- Blackwashed blade and steel frame •Blood
groove •Drain holes •Grey and orange handles •4-3/4" closed.

$6.99 ea.

cbr347

8" x 3/4" Wide
Plastic buckles with emergency
whistles •7.5' unwoven.
OD Green cbr360
Black cbr359

$16.99 now $12.99 ea. PRICE SLASHED!

your choice

$2.99 ea.

Whistle
shown
in use.

Black cbr361 OD Green cbr362

D.I.Y. Paracord
Buckle packs

Features: For up to 5/8" wide
braided paracord bracelets •Black
plastic two-piece construction
•Pushbutton release.

$7.99 per pack
10-Pack MI200 $3.99 per pack
25-Pack MI199

Visit SMKW.com for
paracord supplies.

$7.99 ea.

Combat Ready
Survival Bracelets
Features: Paracord construction;
can be unwoven and used
in survival situations.

Black CBR363
9" x 1" Wide
Metal buckles •10.5' unwoven.
your choice

$3.99 ea.

9" x 1" Wide
Plastic buckles with emergency
whistles •10.5' unwoven.
your choice

$3.99 ea.

Hawkbill
Linerlock

Features: Stainless steel
blade and handles
•Lanyard bail •4" closed.

mi192

$4.99 ea.

OD Green CBR364

combat ready multitools

Features: Black stonewashed, all stainless steel construction
•Paracord lanyards with carabiners •Bottle opener.
your choice

Combat Boot
(3) common
ea.
hex wrench
sizes •Wire stripper
Grenade- Universal hex wrench •3-1/2" overall. cbr353
slot •Pocket clip •2-3/4" overall.
cbr354

$3.99

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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helle® knives - The world's sharpest steel blades

Brothers Steinar and Sigmund Helle started knife production in the old forge on their farm in Holmedal, Norway,
in 1932. Though today the company occupies a modern facility, much of the production is done manually. Helle
knives are carried around the world by professional hunters, scouts and outdoorsmen. Features (except where
noted): Triple laminated stainless steel blades •Curly birch handles •Leather belt sheaths •Made in Norway.

Helle Factory
in Norway.

Lappland- Designed by Ragnar Bull •The all purpose knife of the Sami people of the Arctic region •Hefty feel
•Sometimes called a baby machete •Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel blade, fairly thin for slicing •13-1/8" overall.
HF70

$169.00 ea.

Eggen- A stout hunting
knife with a substantial
handle •8-1/2" overall.

hf75

$109.00 ea.

GT- Aluminum guard •9-3/8" overall.
hf36

$154.00 ea.

Helle triple-laminated
blade steel.

BraKar- Designed by Gunnar Lothe •Thumb ridges •Full
tang •Walnut and curly birch handle •Leather spacers
•Brass end screw •9-3/8" overall.

HF90

$149.00 ea.

Godbit- The Norwegian word "godbit" translates to "goodie" or "treat," and
this knife is definitely both! Designed by Gunnar Lothe, it was originally
produced in the 1990s. Brass pommel knob •8-1/2" overall.

HF021L

$129.00 ea.

Limited edition of only 350 pieces!

Taiga- A big working knife well suited for larger hands •Full tang

•Brass end screw •9-7/8" overall •Dark brown leather belt sheath.

HF92

$129.00 ea.

Built to work!
Temagami- Designed by Les Stroud •Triple laminated carbon steel blade
•Handle shape allows for solid control of the knife in more positions
•Double rivets •Lanyard hole •8-3/4" overall •Scandinavian
style sheath holds the knife securely without snaps or straps.

hf301

Dokka Lockback

A classic all-purpose folding
knife •Integrated steel liners
•Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

hf200
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Up to 45 different
manual operations
go into each
Helle Knife.

$159.00 ea.
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We Accept

$189.00 ea.

fenix® flashlights

Features: Cree white LEDs •Toughened ultra clear, anti reflective coated glass lenses •Corrosion resistant, anodized aircraft grade aluminum
construction with anti-roll, slip-resistant design •Rubber O-ring seals (extras included) •Reverse polarity protection •Low battery indicators
•Digitally regulated output •IPX-8 water resistant rating •User's manual or instruction sheet included.

updated Features! uc35 v2.0- Maximum 1000 lumens
•Maximum distance of 266 meters •Micro USB recharging
•Tactical tail and functional side switches control (5) output levels
(including moonlight with ultra-long 800 hour run time) and
strobe mode •6" overall •Includes 3500mAh 18650 Li-ion battery
•Compatible with cold-resistant CR123A battery (not included).
fenuc35

$89.95 ea.

NEW! UC30- Maximum 1000 lumens •USB charging port •Side
switch for output selection •Dual control system •5-7/8" overall
•Includes (1) rechargeable 2600mAh battery.
fenuc30

$59.95 ea.

PD35 LED FLASHLIGHTS
Both feature: Maximum 1000 lumens •Cree XP-L HI V3 LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours •Powered by one rechargeable 18650 Li-ion battery,
or two CR123A batteries (batteries not included) •Waterproof to IPX-8 standard, underwater up to 6.5 feet/2 meters for 30 minutes •Made of
aircraft-grade aluminum with a hard-anodized anti-abrasive finish •Dual switch designs, tactical tail switch and metal side switch •Toughened
ultra-clear glass lens with anti-reflective coating •Anti-roll/slip body design •Pocket clip •Lanyard •Spare o-ring and rubber boot •Instruction
•Warranty card •5-1/2" overall.

V2.0 Model- Additional features: Beam distance up to
820 feet •Modes--Strobe, Turbo, High, Med, Low, Eco.

fenpd35v20

$69.95 ea.

Tactical Edition- Additional features: Beam distance up to 656 feet
•Two general modes: Tactical and Outdoor. Tactical-- Turbo, Low or
Strobe. Outdoor--Turbo, High, Mid, Low, Eco or Strobe.

fenpd35tac

$71.95 ea.

PD25- Maximum 550 lumens •Side switch •Modes-- strobe, turbo, high,
medium and low •Intelligent memory circuit •Tailcap switch •Lanyard
•Pocket clip •Holster •3-3/4" overall •Includes rechargeable battery.

fenpd25

$56.95 ea.

ruike Knives

Features: Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel blades with flippers •Pocket clips.
NEW! ThumbUp Safety Linerlocks
Bead blast finish blades •ThumbUp safety locks •G-10 handles
and backspacers •High carbon chromium ball bearing
washer pivots •420 stainless steel liners
•4-7/8" closed.
YOUR CHOICE

$49.95 ea.

Sand RUP155W
framelocks
3Cr14N stainless steel handles
•Thrust ball bearings
•Lanyard holes.

Black RUP155B
ThumbUp Safety Lock
Pushing the safety lock up can make the locking
mechanism more reliable and secure in preventing
accidental blade closure during use.

P801-SF- Stonewashed
finish throughout •Thumb
stud •4-1/2" closed.

rup801sf

$29.95 ea.

P108- Beta Plus safety locks •4-3/4" closed.
P108-SB- Stonewashed black oxidized finish throughout.

$44.95

RUP108SB
ea.
(also available)
P108-SF- Stonewashed finish throughout.
rup108sf

$39.95 ea.

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306•FAX (865) 429-0182
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victorinox wounded warrior project® collection

Victorinox Swiss Army proudly supports the Wounded Warrior Project® (WWP) with these exclusive co-branded knife designs. For every
WWP Swiss Army Knife sold through June 30, 2019, Victorinox will donate 5% of the manufacturer's suggested retail price directly
to WWP. Features: Stainless steel blades and tools •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring •Cellidor handles.
fieldmaster
tinker
Large and small blades •Wood saw •Phillips
Large and small blades •Phillips screwdriver •Can
screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle
opener/small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large
oepner/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer
screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer •Gray handle
•Scissors •Hook •3-1/2" closed.
•3-1/2" closed.
YOUR CHOICE

$35.99 ea.

American
Flag
v55075

v55073

Red
v55074

$21.99 ea.

classic sd
Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip
•Scissors •Red handle •2-1/4" closed.

v55069

$14.99 ea. MSRP $20

last chance!
contest classic sd
limited editions 2018

For 2018, the theme was "Places of the World."
Features: Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver tip
•Scissors •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring
•Composition handles •2-1/4" closed.
your choice

$18.99 ea.

Hawaii
v3l1809

Fieldmaster®

$35.99 ea.

New Zealand
v3l1806

Large blade •Combination tool--bottle opener/can
opener/screwdriver/wire stripper •Wood saw
•Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring •Red composition
handles •3-5/16" closed.
v10410

$17.99 ea.

$41

Expandable Sheaths

Features: Black leather construction •Belt clips •Side elastic.
Medium- Fits up to 3-1/2" x 1" x 5/8". V33255
(also available)
Large- Fits up to 3-1/2" x 1" x 7/8". v33256

$5.99 ea.

$6.99 ea.
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Mexico
v3l1807

Walker

Large and small blades •Wood saw •Phillips
screwdriver •Can opener/small
screwdriver •Bottle opener/large
screwdriver/wire stripper
•Reamer/sewing eye •Scissors
•Hook •Tweezers •Toothpick
•Keyring •Red composition
handles •3-1/2" closed.
MSRP

v53931

England
v3l1808

January 2019

American Flag Classic SD

Small blade •Nail file/screwdriver
tip •Scissors •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Keyring •Composition
handles •2-1/4" closed.

v57216

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

$18.99 ea.

rangergrip

SWISSCHAMP®

Large and small blades •Wood saw
•Scissors •Pull-out straight pin •Nail
file/nail cleaner/metal saw/metal
file •Chisel/scraper •Pullout ballpoint pen •Pliers/
wire cutter/wire
crimper •Keyring •Can
opener/small
screwdriver
•Magnifying glass
•Fine screwdriver
•Corkscrew •Mini
screwdriver (inside corkscrew)
•Pull-out tweezers •Hook •Phillips
screwdriver •Pull-out toothpick
•Reamer/sewing eye •Fish scaler/hook
disgorger/ruler •Bottle opener/large
screwdriver/wire stripper
•Composition handles
•3-1/2" closed.
Tool box and

One hand opening •Stainless steel blades •Locking large
blade •Can opener/smallscrewdriver •Bottle opener/
locking largescrewdriver/wire stripper •Double cut
wood saw •Phillips screwdriver •Punch/reamer
•Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring •Red composition
handles with black rubber inserts
•5-1/8" closed.
V04385

$52.99 ea.

Red v5069r
(also available)
Black v5070B

rucksack ready!

YOUR CHOICE

$79.99 ea.

RANGER

tinkerS

Large and small blades •Corkscrew
•Can opener/small
screwdriver •Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/wire
stripper •Reamer •Keyring
•Tweezers •Toothpick •Scissors
•Multi-purpose hook •Wood saw
•Chisel/scraper •Nail file/
nail cleaner •Metal file/
metal saw •Fine screwdriver
•Red composition handles
•3-5/8" closed.

V53861

Large and small blades •Can
opener/small screwdriver
•Bottle opener/large screwdriver/
wire stripper •Reamer/sewing
eye •Phillips screwdriver
•Tweezers •Toothpick
•Keyring •Composition
handles •3-1/2" closed.
Black
V56103

$52.99 ea.

Red
V56101
YOUR
CHOICE

$21.99

Translucent
Sapphire
ea. V56112

DELUXE TINKER

Large and small blades •Can opener/
small screwdriver •Bottle opener/large
screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer/
sewing eye •Keyring •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Phillips screwdriver •Scissors
•Hook •Pliers/wire cutter/wire crimper
•Red composition handles •3-5/8" closed.

V5079R

$48.99 ea.

Toy Swiss Army Knife
This toy Swiss Army Knife looks just like
the real thing, scaled larger and with NO
SHARP EDGES! Features: 100% plastic
construction •4-1/2" closed •For ages 3+.

V28051

NO SHARP ED

G E S!

$10.99 ea.

Introduce your child to the
wonders of the Swiss Army Knife!

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! frost civil war linerlocks

Features: Black coated stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb
studs •Assisted opening •Full color composition handles with
jimping •Pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.

$9.99 ea.
buy the set of 4 & save! FRFC4cwset $34.99 per set
your choice

American Civil War Pocket clip.
FRFC038cw3

Siege of Vicksburg
FRFC038cw4

Battle of Chickamauga
FRFC038cw2

Battle of Lookout Mountain
FRFC038cw1

NEW! frost native american
linerlocks

Features: Black coated stainless steel blades with flippers
•Thumb studs •Assisted opening •Full color composition
handles with jimping •Pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.

$9.99 ea.
buy the set of 4 & save! FRFC4naset $34.99 per set
your choice

Wisdom
FRFC039NA

Pocket clip.

Storm
FRFC039NA3

Vision
FRFC039NA4

cherokee cutlery trappers

Youth
FRFC039NA2

silverhorse stoneworks
Arrowhead pocketknives

Features: Stainless steel blades with master
embellishments •Jigged bone handles with
embellished nickel silver inserts •Brass liners •Nickel
silver spacers and embossed bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

Features: Stainless steel blades •Black and red
composition handles with imitation turquoise
accents •Brass liners •Nickel silver spacers,
arrowhead shields and embossed bolsters.

your choice

$12.99 ea.

Black FRCSW236B

Whiskey
FRCSW236wB

Medium
Lockback
4-1/4" closed.
FRshs536ah4

your choice

$19.99 ea.

Red FRCSW236Bbh
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Blue FRCSW236dB

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

Large Lockback
5" closed.
FRSHS536AH5

NEW! Frost dragon linerlocks

Features: Titanium coated stainless steel blades with flippers and flame cutouts •Thumb studs
and ridges •Titanium coated aluminum handles •Pocket clips •4-1/2" closed.
your choice

$9.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

Rainbow frfc11

Gold frfc11gd

whitetail cutlery survival bowie

Features: OD green camo finish throughout •Stainless steel blade with straight
bottom edge; combo fine serrated/sawtoothed spine •Blood groove •Aluminum
guard and hollow handle •Rubber spacers •Removable end cap with
compass •Surival kit (contents may vary) stores in
handle •13-1/4" overall •Camo nylon
belt sheath with pocket for
sharpening stone (included).
frwt700

End cap
compass.
Sharpening
stone included!

Survival kit stores in end cap.

$19.99 ea.

chipaway cutlery
Carved Bone Bowies

Features: Stainless steel blades •Carved
bone handles, enhanced by color and
torching Brass end cap and fileworked
guard •Leather belt sheaths.
Two Feathers
Hunter
12" overall.
FRCW07brb

Flying Crow
12-1/4" overall.
frcw03gb

Your Choice

$19.99 ea.

Running Bear II
12" overall.
FRCW01GB

Silent Bear Hunter
11-3/4" overall.
FRCW08brb

Special! FROST
Grab Bags

Materials, colors, patterns, styles and sizes may varyour choice only to give you the best deal possible!
20 Piece Grab Bag
(1) fixed blade knife
•(7) assorted folders
•(12) same-design folders.

frgb20

$29.99

per grab bag of 20

Heavy/Bulky Item:
Additional shipping
may apply.

Super saver
dealer priced!

(also available) 40 Piece Grab Bag
(2) fixed blade knives •(14)
assorted folders •(2) different
sets of (12) same-design folders.

frgb40

$49.99 per grab bag of 40

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

15 Piece Tactical Explosion Grab Bag
Receive fifteen tactical folding
knives at less than $2 each!

frGB15

$29.99 per grab bag of 15
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Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420 HC stainless steel blades •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers
•Can openers •Bottle openers •Pocket clips •Outside accessible components •25 year warranty.

wave+

Premium replaceable wire cutters
and hard wire cutters •Spring
action scissors •Wood/metal file
•Diamond coated file •Medium
screwdriver •Ruler •Large and small
bit drivers •Bits included: Phillips/
flat tip eyeglass screwdriver,
Phillips #1-2 screwdriver, 3/16"
screwdriver •No pocket clip
•4" closed •Nylon
belt sheath.
LM832531

$99.95 ea.
rebar®

Premium replaceable wire cutters •Saw
•Awl with thread loop •Wood/metal file
•Phillips screwdriver •Large and small
screwdrivers •Electrical
crimper •Ruler •No pocket
clip •Lanyard ring •4" closed
•Components are not
outside accessible
with pliers closed
•Nylon belt sheath.
lm831548

$59.95 ea.

Skeletool®

wingman®

Wire cutters and hard wire
cutters •No wire strippers
•Large bit driver •Bits
included: Phillips #1-2
screwdriver, 3/16" and 1/4"
screwdrivers •Carabiner
(non load bearing)/bottle
opener (no standard can
or bottle opener) •Bit
storage •4" closed.
LM830845

Blade Exchanger® •Spring
action pliers, wire cutters
and scissors •Wood/metal file
•Phillips screwdriver •Medium
and small screwdrivers
•Package opener •Ruler
•3-7/8" closed.
lm831426

$49.95 ea.

$59.95 ea.

sidekick®

rev™

Spring action pliers
and wire cutters •Saw
•Wood/metal file •Phillips
screwdriver •Medium and
small screwdrivers •Ruler
•No pocket clip •Lanyard
ring •Carabiner (non load
bearing)/bottle
opener (no standard
bottle opener)
•3-7/8" closed
•Nylon belt sheath.

LM831429

Wire and hard wire cutters
•Package opener •Wood/metal
file •Phillips screwdriver
•Medium and small
screwdrivers •Ruler •Carabiner
(non load bearing)/bottle
opener (no standard
bottle opener)
•3-7/8" closed.
lm832133

$34.95 ea.

$49.95 ea.

Raptor™

Features: Stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel
medical shears cut fabric efficiently and come apart for cleaning
and maintenance •Strap cutter with locking liner deploys with
one hand, works when shears are open or closed, and works
with aviator-style gloves •Ruler •Oxygen tank wrench integrated
within the strap cutter •Ring cutter works on most standard
gold bands--a must-have for first responders •Carbide-tip
glass breaker •Glass filled nylon handles
•Replaceable pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•5" closed •MOLLE compatible injection
molded glass-filled nylon polymer
holster with secure rotating clip
•Holster stores shears in open or
Ring
black lm831741
closed position.

cutter

your choice

$69.95 ea.

Carbide tip
ideal for first responders, nurses, firemen & police! glass breaker

Strap
cutter
Oxygen
tank
wrench

RED

lm832591

GREEN

lm832590
tan

lm832173
black &
orange

lm832154

bit kit

Compatible with MUT®, MUT® EOD, Surge®, Charge® TTi, Charge® AL, Charge® ALX, Charge® Ti, Charge® XTi, Wave+,
Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX and Signal™. Bit kit expands your driver’s capabilities with 21 double-ended bits-- 42
tools in all. Use the Bit Kit with all tools and knives with bit drivers and Removable Bit Driver. Features: Square
Drive-- R1 and R2 •Torx #6, #8, #10, #15, #20, #25, #27, #30 •Allen-- 0.5mm, 1.5mm, 2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm,
6mm, 1/4", 7/32", 3/16", 5/32", 9/64", 1/8", 7/64", 3/32", 5/64", 1/16" •Eyeglasses bit (Phillips/flathead) •Pozi-- #2 and
#1 •Phillips-- #0, #1, #2, #3 •Flathead-- 3/16", 1/4", 3/32", 1/8", 5/32", 7/32".
40
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Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

lm931014

$24.00
per kit

Knife Works®

Smoky Mountain

RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY AGREEMENT. When you order
and purchase merchandise from SMKW®, you represent that you are of legal age to purchase the merchandise ordered and
that the merchandise can be purchased and owned in your state, county, and/or city of residence. By offering merchandise
for sale, SMKW® does not represent or warrant that any specific purchaser may legally purchase, own or possess the
merchandise ordered. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LAWS!

Monday - Friday 8 am - 6 pm EST

		
Customer Service 1-800-327-5871

To provide SMKW® customers with the first opportunity to purchase new and exclusive products,
we often advertise products after the design phase, but prior to or during production. An item may
also be temporarily out-of-stock because of our vendor's inability to get materials, problems with
tooling, or other delays inherent in our industry. We understand our customers' frustrations when
inventory is temporarily sold out. If you elect to purchase an out-of-stock item, we will immediately
ship the balance of your order, with S&H charges based on the amount of your total order, placing the
out-of-stock item on "backorder." We do not backorder items under $20. When your "backordered"
item is received, we will ship the backordered item using our method of choice with no additional
S&H charges. SMKW® reserves the right NOT to backorder items that are no longer available to us
from the vendor. Backorders are cancelled after 90 days. Items advertised in our Catalog may not be
available in our Retail Showroom.

OUT-OF-STOCK ITEMS:

1. SMKW's® "100% Satisfaction Guarantee" Policy: You can return or exchange SMKW® Merchandise in its
original unused, unsharpened condition and packaging within 30 days from date of purchase - for any
reason - no questions asked. Original shipping and return shipping costs are NOT refunded. After 30 days,
returns are subject to a 20% restocking fee. Excludes ammo.
2. PLEASE CALL SMKW® CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR A RETURN MERCHANDISE AUTHORIZATION NUMBER to
expedite your return/exchange. Open Mon-Fri, 8 am-6 pm EST.
3. Damaged or defective merchandise may be returned after 30 days from the date of purchase,
subject to the manufacturer's warranty. Please refer to product literature or call SMKW® Customer Service for
warranty information.
4. Merchandise is NOT eligible for return due to normal wear and tear, or damage caused by abuse, misuse,
or neglect.
5. Ammo is non-returnable.Your SMKW® order includes an invoice and a Return/Exchange Form, which
includes complete instructions. You may also download and print a Return/Exchange Form at smkw.com.

ReturnS & Exchanges:

Most orders are shipped within 1 business day of receipt. Orders to Alaska, Hawaii,
APO, FPO, and all U.S. territories and possessions must ship via USPS and are subject
to additional charges.

Shipping & Handling:

3. Mail this completed form to
PO Box 4430, Sevierville, TN 37864
4. Fax orders to (865) 429-0182

Open Mon-Fri, 8 am-10 pm EST
Saturday, 9 am-5:30 pm EST
Closed Sunday

1. Online @ SMKW.com
2. Call us 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

4 Easy Ways to Order

@smokymountainknifeworks

@SMKWcom

/smokymountainknifeworks

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

SMKW.com

PO Box 4430 • Sevierville, Tennessee 37864
Local 865-453-5871 • Fax 865-429-0182

CAT
CODE
19A

items under $20.

/

Money Order

Security Code

Visa
Mastercard

Debit

USPS
Priority Mail*
2-5 DAYS
$7.99
$8.99
$9.99
$10.99
$11.99

UPS
Ground
5-7 DAYS
$15.99
$18.99
$20.99
$22.99
$26.99

Night Telephone

UPS
2nd Day** Next Day**
2 DAYS
1 DAY
$20.99
$32.99
$22.99
$37.99
$25.99
$39.99
$29.99
$42.99
$31.99
$45.99

American Express
4-digit number on the front
of the card, above your
credit card number.

*Orders considered HEAVY or OVERSIZED are subject to additional
shipping charges. This includes, but is not limited to, large quantities of a single
item, swords, etc.
**Express delivery excludes personal checks and backorders.
Dealers MUST contact SMKW® Dealer Rep for correct S&H charges.

Merchandise Total
.01 - $75.00
$75.01 - $125.00
$125.01 - $150.00
$150.01 - $200.00
$200.01 - Above

Charges

		
Shipping

Signature

Visa, Mastercard, Discover
3-digit number on the back
of the card, usually at the top
of the signature strip.

American Express

*Orders over $300 paid
by check will be held
for clearance.

Credit

Discover

(order cannot be processed without this code)

Day Telephone

THE PRICE OF THE
UNAVAILABLE ITEM(S).

Gift card value will be verified before order is processed.

How to Find Your Security Code

Expiration Date

Card
Number

Check*

Gift Card Value:

SMKW Gift Card:

Payment Method*

UNAVAILABLE ITEM(S).

REFUND:

IF (1) OR MORE OF MY ITEMS IS UNAVAILABLE PLEASE:

Pg #
$2.99

Price Each

*Ammo orders must ship UPS ground*

ORDER TOTAL

International Orders - MUST CALL for shipping rates
Tennessee Sales Tax - Shipments to TN ONLY - ADD 9.75%

Shipping Charges - ADD total from chart on left

Merchandise Total - ADD total from order above

Include in
My Order

Apparel Orders
Waist/Inseam/Color

$2.99

Total

State

Zip

Apt #

City

Street

Name

Ship to a different address:

State

Zip

Apt #

PLEASE NOTE! For your protection, SMKW® address-verifies your credit card.
For authorization, your billing address must match the billing address on your credit card statement.

YES! I verify I am over 18 years old, so please email me news and special offers from SMKW.com.

email

City

Street

Name

Ordered by:

Please provide a physical address for UPS shipping.

We cannot ship UPS to a PO Box.

Call 800-251-9306 for current ammo shipping rate.

SMKW is required by law to ship ammo orders UPS GROUND ONLY.

*Mail orders totaling $1,500 or more MUST BE PAID by Cashier's
Check, Money Order or Certified Check OR call us at 800-251-9306.

Backorders will be cancelled
after 90 days & a refund
issued for the amount of the
backordered item.

Ceramic Pocket Sharpener		

IMPORTANT PLEASE SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

1

Backorder: We do not backorder

➥

G4307

				
Item #
Qty Description

➥

zippo® all-in-one kit

Features: Street Chrome™ lighter
•6-flint dispenser •4 ounce container of
Zippo® Premium Lighter Fluid
•UPS Ground shipping only.

$14.99

zp24651
per set
(also available)
Replacement Wick ZPWICK

69¢ ea.
99¢ ea.
Fuel- 5.8oz. ZP3810 $3.99 ea.
Replacement Flint ZPFLINT

Great gift idea!

ZIPPO® FLEX NECK
LIGHTER

With a 13" bendable neck and
dual flame, this lighter
withstands stiff winds and gives you the power
and flexibility for lighting tasks in tight spots. Great
for camping stoves, lanterns, water heaters, BBQ
grills, candles and more! Features: Durable metal
construction •Wind-resistant dual flame
•Adjustable flame dial •Patented child resistant
safety button •19-1/2" overall •Oversized hanging
loop •18 ml. butane canister included
•UPS Ground shipping only.

ZP121569

$19.99 ea.

zippo® YEAR-ROUND FAVORITES!

Iron Stone™

ZP211

$14.99 ea.

High Polish Chrome

ZP10600

$14.99 ea.

Zippo® 1941 replicaS

Several distinctive features identify
the 1941 Replica: Flat planes with
sharp, less rounded edges where front
and back surfaces meet the sides
•Four-barrel hinge joins the lid and
bottom •Sides of the inside unit are
flat with squared edges •The chimney
has fewer holes •A hollow rivet holds
Fourthe striking wheel in place •Packaged
barrel
in a silver foil gift box that is standard
hinges
for all 1941 Replica models.
join the

Satin Chrome™

ZP10205

$11.99 ea.

Brushed Chrome
zp11033

$16.99 ea.

Brushed Brass

ZP0050

$15.99 ea.

Brushed Brass
zp11034

$21.99 ea.

ZIPPO® pipe lighters

$15.99 ea.

Black Matte ZP218PL

YOUR CHOICE
42

$9.99 ea.
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$14.99 ea.

Wind
resistant!

Zippo®
z-clip

Features: Plastic
construction
•Clips to belt,
waistband or
sun visor.
ZP12049

Unique
chimney
design encases
flame to
protect your
pipe from
damage.

ZIPPO® LEATHER SHEATHS

$12.99 ea.

Zippo® oul™

zp121399

Brushed Chrome
ZP200PL

Keep your lighter close. Features: Genuine
leather •Snap closures •Fit belts
up to 2" wide.

ZP0003

(Outdoor Utility Lighter)
Wind resistant dual flame and durable
construction mean it can take on the
outdoors! Features: Metal construction
•Adjustable flame •Fuel level indicator •Slip
resistant rubber grip •Advanced ignition
system •Patented child resistant safety
button •UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY.

lids and
bottoms!

Design allows
the flame to be
drawn directly
into the pipe
without bending
over the side.
Your Choice

Brushed Chrome

$4.99 ea.

Lighter not included.

Clip
Black
ZPLPCBK
Brown
ZPLPCB

ZIPPO® LIGHTER
EASEL

Features: Acrylic
construction
•Measures:
1.57" x 1.77"
x 1.77".
ZP142352

$1.99 ea.

Lighter not
included.

Loop
Brown
ZPLPLB
Black
ZPLPLBK

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

Loop with
Thumb
Notch
Black
ZPLPTBK

$19.99 ea.

JACK DANIEL’S and OLD NO. 7 are registered
trademarks used under license to Zippo
Manufacturing Company. © 2018, Jack Daniel’s
— All Rights Reserved. Your friends at Jack
Daniel’s remind you to drink responsibly. For sale
to adults of legal drinking age.

zp29833

FIREBALL and the Dragon Logo are registered trademarks
of Sazerac Brands, LLC. THIS LICENSED PRODUCT IS
INTENDED FOR ADULTS OF LEGAL DRINKING AGE

Fireball® Whisky
Street Chrome™.

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress
used under license to Zippo Manufacturing Company.

All New from

Ford F-150
Black Matte.

Fireball® WTF
Black Matte.

zp29849

$21.99 ea.

zp29835

$22.99 ea.

Don't Tread on Me
Satin Chrome™.

zp29841

$17.99 ea.

Gadsden Flag
Street Chrome™.

zp29842

$19.99 ea.

Lids open
to reveal a
surprise!

Jack Daniel's
Old No. 7 Surprise
Brushed Chrome.
Emblem Attached.

ZP29817

Brainy Surprise
Brushed Chrome.
Emblem Attached.

$34.99 ea.

zp29818

$34.99 ea.

Wolf
High Polish Black.
ZP401604

$22.99 ea.

Fiery Horse
High Polish Brass
•Fusion.
zp0062

$24.99 ea.

rechargeable hand warmers

Last of the Series
Both feature Zippo's
Fusion Process.

6 Hour- Dual sided heat up to 120ºF with five
heat settings •Rechargeable 5200mah lithium
polymer battery lasts up to 6 hours •Measures
2-1/2" x 4-3/4" x 1-1/8".

$35.99

$24.99 ea.

world
landmark
series

Keep warm-- and stay connected! Warm your hands at the press of a button or access
charging capability for any USB compatible mobile device. Features: No fuel or burners
required! •USB port •USB cord included •Safety mechanism prevents accidental heat
activation •Hand warmer functions disable while charging mobile device •Battery life
and heat indicator lights •Instructions included.

ea.
Silver zp40471
(also available) Green ZP40485

Blue Camo
High Polish Blue.
zp29847

Chichen Itza, Mexico
High Polish Brass.
zp29826

$24.99 ea.

$32.99 ea.

2 Hour- Dual sided heat up to 113ºF with high and low heat settings
•Rechargeable 1900mah lithium polymer battery
lasts up to 2 hours •Measures 1-5/8" x 3-5/8" x 1".
Black zp40470
(also available) Silver zp40448
your choice

$21.99 ea.

Petra, Jordan
High Polish Chrome.
zp29825
Dual sided heat

Stay connected

Adjustable heat settings

$22.99 ea.

Slim, sleek design

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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Tin Signs
Features: Tin construction
•Vibrant designs.

$9.99 ea.
3 or more $7.99 ea.

your choice

What Doesn't Kill You
17" x 12". REP1457

Meet the Lord
12" x 17". REP1496

Vegetarian Translation
12-1/2" x 16". sg2022

Headshot Smiley
11-3/4" diameter. sg2137

Bullet Board
16" x 12-1/2". sg1679

Wait for the Flash
16" x 12-1/2". sg2129

First Amendment
12" x 17". REP2253
44
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Lesters Cheap Ammunition
12-1/2" x 16". sg1758

Winchester Logo
12-1/2" x 16". SG1421

No Trespassing
12-1/2" x 16". sg2218

Winchester Dog & Quail
12-1/2" x 16". sg940

Gun Owner's Prayer
12" x 17". rep1500

Turn in Your Weapons
12" x 17". REP1589

We Accept

Colt® Tex and Patches
12-1/2" x 16". SG1594

Baiting Deer Warning
12" x 17". rep1488

Ammo Price Increase
12" x 17". rep1508

Tin Signs
Features: Tin construction
•Vibrant designs.

$9.99 ea.
3 or more $7.99 ea.

your choice

America Let Freedom Reign
12-1/2" x 16". sg1668

Stand for Flag & Anthem
12-1/2" x 16". sg2175

In This Place
12-1/2" x 16". sg2131

Frazetta Destroyer
12-1/2" x 16". SG2114

Frazetta Death Dealer
12-1/2" x 16". SG2113

Frazetta Silver Warrior
12-1/2" x 16". SG2112

No Peein' Off the Porch/Oval
17" x 12". rep1493

Chicken Nugget
16" x 12-1/2". sg2212

Sorry We're Drinking
16" x 12-1/2". sg2098

Indian Motorcycles 1901
12-1/2" x 16". sg1934

Rosie the Riveter
12-1/4" x 16-1/2". SG796

Coca-Cola 5¢
12-1/2" x 16". sg2168

Don't Stop Believing
16" x 12-1/2". sg2195

Don't Feed Sasquatch
12-1/2" x 16". sg2096

Believe in Something
12-1/2" x 16". sg1686

All Fun and Games
12" x 17". rep1491

Fun and
Decorative!

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

January 2019
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blazer® brass
Caliber		

Description

Rounds	Item #

380AUTO		

95GR FMJ

50

5202

380AUTO		

95GR FMJ

1000

5202cs

9mmLUGER

115GR FMJ

50

cc5200

9mmLUGER

115GR FMJ

1000

5200cs

9mmLUGER

124GR FMJ

50

5201

9mmLUGER

124GR FMJ

1000

5201cs

9mmLUGER

147GR FMJ

50

5203

9mmLUGER

147GR FMJ

1000

5203CS

38SPL		 130GR FMJ

50

5204

38SPL		 130GR FMJ

1000

5204CS

40SW		180GR FMJ

50

5220

40SW		180GR FMJ

1000

5220cs

40SW		165GR FMJ

50

5210

40SW		165GR FMJ

1000

5210cs

45AUTO		

230GR FMJ

50

5230

45AUTO		

230GR FMJ

1000

5230cs

Price	

$13.99 ea.
$239.99 ea.
$8.99 ea.
$172.99 ea.
$8.99 ea.
$172.99 ea.
$8.99 ea.
$172.99 ea.
$13.99 ea.
$269.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.
$244.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.
$244.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$276.99 ea.

Price per
round

28¢
24¢
18¢
17¢
18¢
17¢
18¢
17¢
28¢
27¢
26¢
24¢
26¢
24¢
30¢
28¢

for all your
ammo needs!

visit

Each box
marked with
what's inside.

UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY

Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.

Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NJ, NY, IL, CT and DC.

SPEER GOLD DOT ammunition

When those who put their life on the line every day choose Speer, it says more than words ever can. Speer Gold Dot is the number 1 choice of
law enforcement for good reason--unfailing reliability, unmatched terminal performance and superb accuracy.
Rounds

Item #

25AUTO 35GR HP

Caliber	 Description

20

23602

32AUTO 60GR HP

20

23604

380ACP

90GR HP

20

23606

9mm

115GR HP

20

23614

9mm+P

124GR HP

20

23617

9mm

147GR HP

20

23619

9mm

124GR HP

20

23618

45ACP

230GR HP

20

23966bx

357SIG

125GR HP

20

23918

357MAG 125GR HP

20

23920

357MAG 158GR HP

20

23960

40S&W

165GR HP

20

23970

40S&W

180GR HP

20

23962

10mm

200GR HP

20

54000

44SPL

200GR HP

20

23980

45ACP

185GR HP

20

23964

Price	

$15.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$15.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$22.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$22.99 ea.
$24.99 ea.
$22.99 ea.

Proven by law
enforcement.
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25AUTO

32AUTO

380ACP

9mm

40S&W
357SIG
357MAG

44SPL

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

45ACP

UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY

Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he
can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.

Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NY, NJ, IL, CT and DC.
Ammo sales are final. No returns/exchanges.

personal defense HYDRa-shok®

Proven since its introduction in 1989, Hydra-Shok® remains one of the most popular choices
among self-defense experts. Federal Premium® uses stringent manufacturing processes and
rigorous testing to ensure Hydra-Shok loads perform accurately and consistently.
Caliber	Description	Rounds	Item #	Price
38SPL	

129GR

20

p38hs1

40S&W

180GR

20

p40hs1

40S&W

155GR

20

p40hs2

40S&W

165GR

20

p40hs3

44MAG

240GR

20

p44hs1

45ACP	

230GR

20

p45hs1

9mm

124GR

20

p9hs1

9mm

147GR

20

p9hs2

$16.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$28.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.

personal defense HYDRa-shok low recoil

Premium.

Low Recoil offerings provide similar performance while significantly reducing muzzle rise,
improving accuracy and target acquisition.

It's just a word to the
rest of the world, but
at Federal Premium®
Ammunition, it's
who they are. All of
their products are
designed and crafted
for the ultimate in
shooting and hunting
performance.

Caliber	Description	Rounds	Item #	Price
380ACP	 90GR

20

pd380hs1

38SPL	

158GR

20

pd38hs3h

40S&W

135GR

20

pd40hs4h

45ACP	

165GR

20

pd45hs3h

9mm

135GR

20

pd9hs5h

$14.99 ea.
$15.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$18.99 ea.

personal defense HST MICRO SPECIAL

Subcompact handguns’ sleek, lightweight designs make them an ideal choice for concealed
carry. But to perform to their peak, they need the right ammunition: Federal Premium Personal
Defense® Micro HST®. The line provides consistent expansion, optimum penetration and
superior terminal performance with bullet weights and propellants optimized for the most
efficient cycling and accuracy in subcompact handguns.
Caliber	Description	Rounds	Item #	Price
38SPL+P	 130GR

20

p38hst1s

380ACP	 99GR

20

p380hst1s

40S&W

180GR

20

p40hst1s

9mm

124GR

20

p9hst1s

9mm

147GR

20

p9hst2s

9mm

150GR

20

p9hst5s

$18.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.
$21.99 ea.

LAKE CITY

Caliber

	Description	Rounds		Item #	Price

XM193CS

5.56NATO

55GR FMJ		

500 (in case)

5.56NATO

62GR GREEN TIP		

120 (in ammo can) XM855LPC120

5.56NATO		 62GR GREEN TIP on stripper clips 420 (in ammo can) XM855LC1AC1

XM193CS

$149.99 ea.
$37.99 ea.
$139.99 ea.

XM855LPC120

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

XM855LC1AC1

January 2019
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Since their inception, conventional hollow point pistol bullets have
performed well, but have never delivered 100% reliability, especially in
self-defense situations. The patented Flex Tip® technology used in Critical
Defense® ammunition eliminates the clogging and inconsistency that
often plagues hollow point bullets. Hornady® achieved this by using the same tip material used
in LEVERevolution® ammunition. All CriticalDefense® ammunition is loaded in nickel-plated cases
for chamber visibility.
Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

380ACP	 90GR FTX

25

90080

9mm

115GR FTX

25

90250

9mm

100GR FTX

25

90240

9X18MAK 95GR FTX

25

91000

38SPL	

90GR FTX

25

90300

38SPL	

110GR FTX

25

90310

38SPL+P	 110GR FTX

25

90311

357MAG 125GR FTX

25

90500

40S&W

165GR FTX

20

91340

44SPL	

165GR FTX

20

90700

45ACP	

185GR FTX

20

90900

45LC

185GR FTX

20

92790

410GA	

TRIPLE DEFENSE

20

86238

$16.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$19.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$15.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.

Concealed Carry
Reliability.

UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY

Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.

Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NJ, NY, IL, CT and DC.

American made and built on tradition – these are the
hallmarks of Frontier® Cartridge.
Frontier® Cartridge features Hornady bullets in 223 Rem and 5.56 NATO. Applications range
from plinking, target shooting and hunting to law enforcement training and self-defense.
Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #	Price

.223REM	 55GR FMJ BT

20

fr100

.223REM	 55GR SPIRE POINT

20

fr120

5.56NATO	55GR FMJ FM193

20

fr200

5.56NATO	55GR HP

20

fr240

5.56NATO	62GR FMJ

20

fr260

5.56NATO	62GR SPIRE POINT

20

fr280

5.56NATO	62GR BT HP

20

fr300

5.56NATO	68GR BT HP

20

fr310bx

5.56NATO	75GR BT HP

20

fr320

223REM	 55GR FMJ BT

1000

fr106

$5.99 ea.
$6.99 ea.
$5.99 ea.
$6.99 ea.
$6.99 ea.
$6.99 ea.
$6.99 ea.
$7.99 ea.
$8.99 ea.
$299.99 ea.

Consistency in every cartridge

State-of-the-industry loading techniques and quality control procedures
ensure the reliability of every Frontier® Cartridge round.
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SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

Sig Sauer® Air guns - Shoots like a Sig because it is one
AIR GUNS

CO2 operating systems •CO2 and pellets sold separately •UPS Ground shipping only.

P320
Fires .177 caliber pellets
•Full blowback metal slide
•Rifled steel barrel •Manual safety
•M1913 accessory rail •9.6" overall •Includes
(1) 30-round rotary magazine.

P226 X5
Fires .177 caliber pellets •Picatinny
accessory rail •Adjustable sights
•8.7" overall •Includes (1) 20-round magazine.

airx5177slv

$119.95 ea.

msrp $139.99

airp32230rb

$99.95 ea.

msrp $119.99

MCX ASP- Fires .177 caliber pellets •4x24 scope and mounts •Rifled steel
barrel •Tactical front grip •Synthetic stock •M1913 accessory rail •34.75" overall
•Includes (1) 30-round magazine.

airmcxscope1

msrp $269.99

$229.95 ea.

Original
model specs!

1911 Spartan
Fires 4.5mm caliber BBs
•Fixed sights •M1913 accessory
rail •Metal stock •MOLON LABE
engraving on grips and slide
•Custom Spartan grips
•Skeletonized trigger •8.7" overall
•Includes (1) 16-round magazine.

air1911bbsp

Don't forget the Ammo!
Wraith Lead Pellets
.177 caliber •500 count.

airwraitpb17

$14.99 ea.

CO2- UPS Ground shipping only.

$14.99 ea.
12g- 5-pack. ac125co2 $4.99 ea.

90g- 2-pack. ac902

$95.95 ea. msrp $109.99

Magazines- Ammo not included.
P320 Magazines- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. ampc17720

$19.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
P226 X5- 2-pack of .177 caliber 20-round magazines. ampc17720x $19.99 ea.
MPX/MCX- Single .177 caliber 30-round magazine •(3) extra belts. amrc17730 $21.99 ea.
1911- 2-pack of .177 caliber 16-round magazines. ampcbb16

From magazines to CO2, if it says SIG, it's the best, most
functionally engineered product available.

Sig Sauer® Ammunition
elite v crown

Caliber

Description	Rounds	Item #

380ACP

90GR JHP

20

e380a1

40SW	

165GR JHP

20

e40SW1

40SW	

180GR JHP

20

e40SW2

44MAG	

240GR JHP

20

e44MA1

45ACP

200GR JHP

20

e45AP1

45ACP

230GR JHP

20

e45AP2

9mm

115GR JHP

20

e9MMA1

9mm

124GR JHP

20

e9MMA2

9mm

147GR JHP

20

e9MMA3

Price

$11.99 ea.
$13.99 ea.
$13.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$14.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.
$11.99 ea.

elite MATCH GRADE

Caliber

Description		Rounds	Item #

300BLK

125GR OTM		

20

e300a1

300BLK

220GR OTM SUB-SONIC 20

e300A2

Price

$17.99 ea.
$17.99 ea.

UPS GROUND SHIPPING ONLY

Every buyer of Smoky Mountain Knife Works merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase and possess the items in his place of residence.

Cannot be sold in CA, AK, HI, MA, NJ, NY, IL, CT and DC.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! blue bone pocketknives by rough ryder
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Blue smooth bone handles
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields, and ringed bolsters.

Congress
3-5/8" closed.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

rr1947

rr1950

$9.99 ea.

Whittler
3-1/2" closed.

rr1948

$12.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed.

$9.99 ea.

rr1949

$9.99 ea.

WHITE Smooth Bone pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Smooth bone handles
•Brass pins and liners
Little Mustang
•Nickel silver bolsters.
2-1/8" closed.
rr1296
Because value isn't a
sales pitch. There's no
longer an "I" in Rough
Ryder--but there's a
whole lot of why.

$4.99 ea.

red pick bone pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted
master etches •Red pick bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver
pins, shields and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr22034w

Peanut
2-7/8"
closed.
rr112

$9.99 ea.

$7.99 ea.

Congress- 3-5/8" closed.

rr1686

$12.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1681

$12.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed.
rr1684

$12.99 ea.

Peanut- 3" closed.

copperhead- 3-3/4" closed.

rr1683

$12.99 ea.

rr1679

Stockman
3-1/2" closed.

rr1682

$12.99 ea.

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
rr1685

$9.99 ea.

Moose- 3-1/2" closed.

rr1687

$12.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
Mini
Toothpick
3" closed.
rr1680

Bone is a natural handle material prone to cracking.
Therefore, some knives may have cracks near the pins
or bolsters. This bone has been dyed to its rich color,
so slight bleeding of the color may occur.
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$8.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.

rr1678

$12.99 ea.

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

brown stag bone classic collectible pocketknives by ROUGH RYDER

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brown stag bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, shields and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.
Small
Jumbo Stockman
Small Moose
Toothpick
Double nail pulls
3-1/2" closed.
3" closed.
on master blade
RR1795
rr1792
•4-7/8" closed.

$14.99 ea.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed.
RR1793

$9.99 ea.

Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed.
rr1791

rr1799

$14.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed.
RR1790

Peanut
2-3/4" closed.

$9.99 ea.

rr1808

$9.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.
Because you work hard for
every dollar you earn.

Wharncliff
3-5/8" closed.
RR1803

$12.99 ea.

There's no longer
an 'I' in Rough Ryder
but there's a whole
lot of why.

Large Moose
4-3/8" closed.
rr1800

$16.99 ea.

Always
Always built
built by
by
hand
hand and
and backed
backed for
for life.
life.

Jumbo Trapper
Lanyard hole
•5" closed.

rr1801

$16.99 ea.

Barlow
3-3/8" closed.
RR1806

NEW!
Pen Blade
Trapper
3-3/4" closed.
rr1848

$12.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
Small Cotton Sampler
Lanyard hole •3" closed.

rr1833

Deluxe
Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1789

$14.99 ea.
Bone is a natural handle material prone to cracking. Therefore,
some knives may have cracks near the pins or bolsters.

$9.99 ea.

Hawkbill
Lanyard hole •4" closed.

Double Lockback
3-5/16" closed.

rr1798

$14.99 ea.

Large Cotton Sampler
Lanyard hole •4-1/8" closed.
Muskrat- 3-7/8" closed.

rr1805

$14.99 ea.

RR1727

rr1797

$14.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

Slimline Stockman
3-1/2" closed.
Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed.
rr1804

Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
RR1807

$16.99 ea.

Congress- 3-3/4" closed.

rr1796

rr1794

$14.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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copper ridge pocketknives by rough rYder

Reminding us of the days when the ridges of the Appalachian Mountains were dotted with the copper lines of stills, as the moonshine flowed
like water. Features: Rose copper titanium coated 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged genuine buffalo horn handles
•Copper pins, liners and bolsters •Gift boxes with a nostalgic look.
Congress- 3-1/2" closed.

Large Stockman
3-7/8" closed.

rr1701

rr1703

$14.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1700

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.
rr1706

$14.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
stoneworx TRAPPER

exotic trapper

Features: 440A stainless blades
•Handles are synthetic turquoise,
bloody jasper and other synthastones
combined with genuine pearl and
abalone •Brass liners •Nickel silver
spacers and ringed, embossed
bolsters •4-1/8" closed
No Two
•Custom packaging.
oneworx

rr1418

$14.99 ea.

Features: 440A stainless steel
blades •Pink pearl handles •Brass
liners •Nickel silver spacers and
fluted bolsters •Fileworked
backsprings •4-1/8" closed.

rr1697

St
Knives Alike!

$24.99 ea.

ONLY 600 MADE!

Fileworked backsprings.

exotic Black Pearl Trapper

crackle stone trapper

Features: 440A stainless steel blades
•Brass liners •Nickel silver ringed bolsters
and spacers •4-1/8" closed.
rr228

Features: 440A stainless steel blades
•Synthetic stone and abalone handles
•Brass liners •Nickel silver spacers
and ringed bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

rr1531

Rare!

$16.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

Pearl is a natural handle material prone to
cracking. Therefore, some knives may have
cracks near the bolsters.

Custom
collector
packaging.

copperstone pocketknives

Features: Rose Titanium coated 440A stainless
steel blades •Synthetic stone handles
•Copper liners and ringed bolsters.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.

rr1527
Lockback- 3-1/4" closed. rr1530

Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed.
rr1529

$9.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

Small
Toothpick
3" closed.
rr1528

$8.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

collector's edition trapper

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Fileworked
backspring •Mother of pearl and abalone handles •Brass liners
•Nickel silver spacer and fluted bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

rr1699

$24.99 ea.

Limited
quantity
available!

Fileworked backsprings.
Custom
packaging.
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Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

Collector trappers

collector's alert!

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver
pins, bolsters and shields (except where noted) •4-1/8" closed.
Ram's
Horn Bone
Reverse frosted
master etch.

Green
Gunstock Bone
Brass pins.

rr584

rr1509

$12.99 ea.

"Rain"
Reverse frosted etched
blades •White smooth
bone handles with black
composite inlays.

rr1598

$12.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

Slow Burn- Synthetic
handles with colors
ranging from brown
through shades of red,
then orange, to shades of
yellow •No pins or shield
•Nickel silver spacers.

rr1437

$8.99 ea.

Double
nail
pulls!

Tortuga
A perfect name for this
exotic piece, "Tortuga" is
Spanish for turtle. •Amber
bone handles, jigged to
replicate the look of a
turtle's shell.

rr1847

As we return to using a "Y" in Rough Ryder,
we will continue to ship our inventory
with an "I" until it's gone, with no more
produced beyond that.

"Strike It Rich"
Reverse frosted
etched blades
•Gold flake
acrylic handles.
RR1424

$12.99 ea.

Rough Ryder has been and will continue
to be built by hand and backed for life.
There is no longer an "I" in Rough Ryder-but there's a whole lot of WHY.

Route 66
Black bone
handles with tire
tread texture.
rr1541

$12.99 ea.

Brown
Appaloosa
Smooth Bone
Reverse frosted
master etch.
rr1406

$9.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.

Yellow Composition
everyday Carry pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Yellow composition
handles •Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver shields.

Brown Stag Bone
RR1802

$12.99 ea.

Large Work Knife Linerlock
No bolsters •4-3/4" closed. rr817

Marlin Spike
Locking steel spike •Shackle •Anchor
shield •Nickel silver ringed bolsters
•4-1/2" closed.
rr897

A trusted
brand for
more than
20 years!

doctor's knives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins,
shields and decorative bolsters •3-3/4" closed.

Jigged
Brown Bone
Clip point blade has
double nail pulls.
rr1904
your choice

$9.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Smooth
Tobacco Bone
Pipe Doctor
Pipe cleaner tool.
rr1899

new!

$14.99 ea.

Smooth
Tobacco Bone
Clip point blade
has double
nail pulls.
rr1905

$12.99 ea.
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strawberry bone knives

Muskrat- 4" closed.

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Strawberry jigged bone handles.
Pocketknives
Brass liners •Nickel silver
pins, shields and ringed,
pinched bolsters.

rr1506

$9.99 ea.

Moose
4-1/4" closed.

rr1505

$9.99 ea.

Hawkbill
4" closed
•Lanyard hole.

rr1500
Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1498

$9.99 ea.

Fixed blade
Small Hunter- Nickel silver guard, shield, rivets
and pommel •6-1/4" overall •Nylon belt sheath
with imitation leather accent.

$9.99 ea.

RR1499

$12.99 ea.

Jigged Bone Everyday Carry pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Jigged bone handles •Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver shields and bolsters.
Red Whittler
3-1/2" closed.
Amber Locking
Marlin Spike
Steel spike
•Shackle
•4-1/2" closed.
rr535

Amber
Trapper
4" closed.
rr1069

$12.99 ea.

locking
master
blade!

rr282

$9.99 ea.
Brown
Barlow
3-3/8" closed.

rr201

$9.99 ea.

$8.99 ea.

Sawcut Bone Pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brown sawcut bone handles
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver shields and bolsters.
Granddaddy Barlow
5-1/8" closed.

rr944

Little Toothpick- 3" closed.

$14.99 ea.

rr477

$8.99 ea.

Because you want a problem solver,
not just a conversation piece.
There's no longer an "I" in
ROUGH RYDER-but there's a whole lot of why.

Large Stockman
4-3/8" closed.
Large
Toothpick
5" closed.
rr526

rr484

$12.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.
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rr521

Stockman- 3-3/8" closed.
Small
Lady Leg
3-1/4" closed.
rr529

$9.99 ea.

January 2019

We Accept

$14.99 ea.

Mini
Muskrat
rr1017

lockbacks

Features: 440A stainless steel blades
with reverse frosted master etches
•Amber jigged bone handles •Brass
pins and liners •Nickel silver ringed
bolsters •Lanyard cords with
embossed beads •3" closed
•Faux leather pouches with pocket clips.
your choice

master blades
lock securely
in place!

Pouch.

$9.99 ea.
Lanyard cord with DOG WHISTLE (audible to
Jack and his friends as well as humans)
included with each Dog Bone Jack.

DOG LOVER'S JACK KNIVES
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass pins and liners
•Nickel silver bolsters and "dog bone" shield •3-3/4" closed
•Faux leather pouches with pocket clips.
Dog
whistle.

Mini
Canoe
rr1016

Trapper
rr1015

YOUR CHOICE
Amber
Sawcut Bone
rr1185

"I LOVE MY DOG" pet groomer's tool
Features: 440A stainless steel utility blade
(unsharpened) •Metal grooming comb
•Black wood handles •Black nylon
pouch with liner and spring steel
pocket clip •4" closed.

rr1729 $pecial

$12.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

Pouch.

Pouch.

Smooth
Tobacco Bone
rr1186

Stag Bone POCKETKnives
by rough ryder

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Stag bone handles
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and shields.
Slimline
Congress
3-5/8"
closed.
RR157

your choice

$9.99 ea.

barehead trappper

collector's alert!

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with
double nail pulls (spey blade's pulls
on back) •Tobacco bone handles
•Brass liners •Nickel silver pins
•4-1/8" closed.

rr1900

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr154

As we return to using a "Y" in
Rough Ryder, we will continue to ship our
inventory with an "I" until it's gone, with
no more produced beyond that.

$12.99 ea.

Rough Ryder has been and will continue
to be built by hand and backed for life.
There is no longer an "I" in Rough Ryder-but there's a whole lot of WHY.

Knife Pick by rough ryder

First used by knife factory workers in the early 1900s. Insert pick
rr1092
into nail pull and open knife. Features: Amber smooth bone
handles •Brass pins •Nickel silver shield •3" overall.
ea.

$4.99

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

Shown actual size.
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linerlocks by rough rYder

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs
•Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/2" closed.
Storm- Partially stonewashed blade •Gunmetal
grey steel handles •Braided paracord lanyard.
rr1917
your choice

$9.99 ea.

Pocket clips.

Thunder- Stonewashed blade •Stonewashed steel
handles with silver detailing front and back
and carbon fiber inset on front. rr1916

gentleman's linerlock by Rough RYder

Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blade •Fancy accent blade
style •Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Stonewashed
aluminum handles with checkered pakkawood inserts on
front •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

RR1713

$7.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

thunderstreak linerlock by Rough RYder

Features: Partially black coated 440A stainless steel blade with flipper
•Thumb stud and ridges •Assisted opening •Black aluminum
handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

RR1600C

$7.99 ea.

Fast opening!

Pocket clip.

wood linerlock

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges
•Checkered wood handles •Stainless steel bolsters and
spacers •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

rr1815

$12.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

stiletto linerlocks by rough rYder

Features: Titanium coated 440A stainless steel blades •Grey aluminum handles (except where noted) •Pocket clips.
Giant Man- Blade flippers •Blood
groove •7-1/2" closed.

RR1861

$12.99 ea.

Slim Man- Satin finish blade
•Thumb disc •Stainless steel
handles •5" closed.

RR1860

$9.99 ea.

Thin Man- Thumb disc •5" closed.

RR1859

Each
includes
pocket
clip.

$9.99 ea.

Tall Man- Blade flippers •Blood
groove •5" closed.

RR1858

$9.99 ea.

fast walkin' Quick talkin' stiletto linerlock

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb disc •Black G-10
handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •6" closed.
RR1871
Pocket clip.

$14.99 ea.
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A big knife for a lo
January 2019

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

w price!

black widow
pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel
blades with frosted blade etches
•Synthetic black jet and red coral
handles •Brass liners •Nickel
silver spacers and
ringed, pinched,
embossed bolsters.

Lockback
3-5/8" closed.
rr1674

Wharncliff
3-5/8" closed.
rr1675

$11.99 ea.

$11.99 ea.

large stockman
4-1/4" closed.

RR1671

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
rr1670

Medium
Toothpick
4" closed.
rr1672

$14.99 ea.

$11.99 ea.

high carbon steel g-10 trapper

Features: Titanium coated carbon steel blades
resist rust •Black G-10 handles •Brass liners
•Brushed nickel silver shield, pins and ringed,
pinched bolsters •4-1/8" closed.

rr1570

$14.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

Factory
Error!

select barrel
bartender's knife
Features: 440A stainless steel blade
•Barrel shaped, dark wood handles
lasered on front with "Select Barrel"
•Brass pins, liners and spacers
•Can opener/cap lifter
•Corkscrew •3" closed.

rr1464

Blades are marked
440 steel, but they are
high carbon steel.

$9.99 ea.

Stainless Steel Gentleman's Lockbacks

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Stainless
steel handles •Lanyard holes.
Medium- 3-3/8" closed.

RAZOR KNIFE

Small- 3" closed.

rr221

$4.99 ea.

Pocket Clip- Brass liners.

RR746P

$7.99 ea.

Standard
rr998

Great for
engraving!

$7.99 ea.

RR1923

$6.99 ea.

$6.99 ea.

ben franklin's
key to the future
rough ryder collectible
Features: 440A
stainless steel
blade •Black
composition
handles •Brass
liners •Lanyard/
keyring hole
•3-3/8" closed.
rr1560

Features: 440A
stainless steel
blades •Stainless
steel handles
•Brass liners
•3-1/4" closed.

collector's alert!
As we return to using a "Y" in
Rough Ryder, we will continue to
ship our inventory with an "I"
until it's gone, with no more
produced beyond that.
Rough Ryder has been and will
continue to be built by hand and
backed for life. There is no longer
an "I" in Rough Ryder-but there's a whole lot of WHY.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

fancy Karambit
Linerlock

Features: 440A stainless steel
blade, embellished with the
look of Damascus •Thumb hole
•Lanyard cord •Black wood
handles with nickel silver
embellishment •Lanyard hole
•2-3/8" closed.

rr1651

l
sa

e!
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$7.99 ea.
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black cherry bone pocketknives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master blade embellishments •Black Cherry smooth bone handles •Brass liners
•Nickel silver pins and ringed, stamped, pinched, embossed bolsters •Custom packaging.

Copperhead
3-3/4" closed.
rr1662

Small
Leg Knife
3-1/4" closed.
RR1667

Trapper
4-1/8" closed.
RR1658

$9.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

$7.99 ea.

Lockback Canoe
Locking master
spear blade
•3-5/8" closed.
rr1660

Lockback Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed.

rr1659

$9.99 ea.

RR1665

RR1666

Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
rr1663

$9.99 ea.

$7.99 ea.
Locking
master
blade!

Quality

knives!
Mini Canoe Lockback
3" closed.
affordable
rr1661

$7.99 ea.

prices!

Trader's six pack

A set of (6) for those who love a good
knife and love it even more at
a great price! Set includes a
collection of Rough Rider
first quality knives (our choice only)
and a BONUS Rough Rider
knifepack to show them off.
Sizes, patterns and materials
will vary but you will
msrp
not be disappointed!

$100!

rrt6

$49.99
per set of six

FREE KNIFE PACK!
January 2019

$7.99 ea.

Small
Toothpick
3" closed.
rr1668

Congress
4-1/8" closed.
rr1664

$9.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed.

$9.99 ea.
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Moose- 4-3/8" closed.

Locking
master
blade!

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

Folding Hunter
5-1/4" closed.

rr1669

$12.99 ea.

Collector hunting knives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Leather belt sheaths.
Field Dressing Set- Brass guards and pommels
•Stag handles •Brown, red, white and black spacers
•Overall lengths-- 9-3/4", 6-5/8" •Sheath holds both.

5!

nder $3
Set of 2 u

RR1944

Because 25 years of field
testing shouldn't put a quality
knife out of your reach.

$34.99 per set

.45 Hunter- Fileworked spine •Stag handle •Brass
guard and end cap with replica of .45 bullet cap
•10" overall •Sheath with sharpening stone.

RR1939

There's no longer an "I" in Rough Ryder-but there's a whole lot of why.
Deer Skinner Guthook- Brass throats and rivets •Wormgroove
jigged grey bone handles •Lanyard hole •7-1/8" overall.

RR1641

.45 bullet
end cap.
Fileworked spine.

$29.99 ea.

Sheath with sharpening stone.

$9.99 ea.

Hunter's Buddy Clip Point- Stag handle •Brass guard
•Brown and brass spacers •Brass pommel •6" overall.

rr1242

Deer Skinner- Brass throats and rivets •Wormgroove
jigged grey bone handles •Lanyard hole •7-3/4" overall.

RR1644

$9.99 ea.

More Rough Ryder Knives @

$9.99 ea.

NEW! timberlands hunter by rough rYder

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Carved wood handles
•Double steel rivets •Lanyard hole •8-5/8" overall
•Black nylon belt sheath.
Always built by hand and

RR1985

$14.99 ea.

backed for life.

fillet knife by rough ryder

Features: Flexible, partially serrated, 440A stainless steel blade •Full tang •Easy to spot, bright green G-10 handles •Ringed nickel silver guard
•Brass and black spacers •Triple brass rivets •Lanyard hole •11-7/8" overall •Versatile black nylon sheath has liner, black leather leg tie, embossed
leather accent, and can be carried vertically or horizontally.

rr1816

$9.99 ea.

Small skinners

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass rivets •Nickel
silver guards •Stainless steel pommels •6-1/4" overall.

CUSTOMER
FAVORITES!
Amber Jigged Bone
Nickel silver shield
•Black nylon belt sheath.

RR1033

Yellow Composition- Nickel silver
shield •Black nylon belt sheath.

RR1034

$9.99 ea

Genuine Stag- Leather belt sheath. rr090

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$9.99 ea

$14.99 ea.
January 2019
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special find! d.i.y. razor kits with antique friedr. herder knife co. blades

Your knife will truly be one of a kind with your personal, modern touch and these antique razor blades manufactured in the first half of the 20th
century. Friedr. Herder produced knives in Solingen, Germany, from 1727 until 1945. Each kit features: (1) carbon steel razor blade, unfinished
and unsharpened •(1) 5-3/4" smooth bone razor handle with Herder symbol inlay •Single pin •(2) tiny washers •Assembly required.
large kit- Blade: 5-7/8" overall, 3-1/8" edge, 7/8" wide.
Small kit- Blade: 4-7/8" overall, 2-3/8" edge, 5/8" wide.
your
choice

$9.99
per kit

White Handle FHR35w (also available) Black Handle FHR35B

Black Handle FHR37B (also available) White Handle FHR37w

ROUGH RyDER custom shop Do-It-Yourself Lockback kit make youR own

These kits come with the raw materials needed to create a custom knife. Features: 440A stainless
steel blade •Pre-glued wood handle scales •Nickel silver liners •Attached bolsters •Brass pins
(extras included!) •(1) lock bar •(1) backspring •Assembly required
•Instructions included •3-1/2" closed
after assembly.

rrcs5

$6.99 per kit

Rough Ryder knife!

Shown assembled.

genuine ironwood block

Attention
Knifemak
ers

Knifemakers, ironwood will add that special touch to your custom design.
Also great for carving. Features: Single block •Appearance will vary but
every piece is a beauty •Measures approximately 5-1/4" x 1-3/4" x 1".

wl0007

!

$16.99 ea.

bone handle slabs

Features: Sets of (2)
•Approximately 3" x 1" x 1/8".
your choice

$4.99 per pair

Amber Jigged mi0169

Green Jigged mi0171

Smooth Brown MI151

Green Smooth mi0170

Blue Smooth mi0174

Red Jigged mi0173

White Smooth mi0168

Red Smooth mi0172
Handles are factory fresh
dyed. To help set the color,
wipe with lemon oil or
other stabilizing agent.

SLAB STYLE AMERICAN WOOD HANDLES

Sets of (2).
Small- 4" x 1-1/2" x 1/4".
your choice

Walnut
rr1483

$2.99 per pair

Cherry rr1482

(also available) bowie size- 5-1/2" x 2" x 3/8". Walnut WH01 Cherry CH01 Oak OH01 Your Choice

$3.99 per pair

Large- Each slab
measures 5-1/2"
x 2" x 1/2".
cdh01

NEW! genuine cedar
handle slab pairs

A unique handle material that is also perfect for
carving. Features: Sets of (2) •Appearance will
vary but all have the beauty of natural cedar.

$3.99 ea.

Genuine India Stag round spacer Material

Features: Single piece •Sizes will vary but range from
3/8" to 5/8" thick and 1" to 1-1/2" diameter
•Appearances will vary.

crstag6
60

$1.99 per piece

January 2019

Oak RR1481

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

Small- Each slab
measures 4-1/4"
x 1-1/2" x 1/2".
cdh02

$2.99 ea.

Damascus Steel Blade Blanks

Features: Damascus steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--may need securing (except where noted)
•May or may not have pre-drilled rivet holes.
5-1/2" Modified Drop
Point- Push tang.

bl121

6" Trailing Point Skinner- Push tang.

bl105

$21.99 ea.

6-3/4" Clip Point Skinner
Push tang.

4" Skinner- Push tang.

bl036

$17.99 ea.

bl106

4-5/8" Skinner- Full tang. bl096

6-1/8" Skinner
Push tang.

$26.99 ea.

bl110

5-1/2" Skinner- Full tang. bl017

$26.99 ea.

*Measurements
listed refer to blade
length only, not
overall length.

$21.99 ea.

GENUINE DAMASCUS!

$21.99 ea.

$24.99 ea.

Stainless Steel Blade Blanks

Features: Stainless steel construction with slightly sharpened edges •Brass guards--may need securing (except where noted)
•May or may not have pre-drilled holes.

5-1/2" Upswept
Skinner- Push tang.

bl101

9-3/4" Large
Bowie
Full tang.
bl009

$8.99 ea.
4" Drop Point- Full tang.

bl014

7-1/4" Clip Point Bowie- Push tang.

bl015

$9.99 ea.

$11.99 ea.

$7.99 ea.

3-1/2" Skinner- Full tang.

bl071

$5.99 ea.

5" Drop Point- Full tang. bl090

$8.99 ea.

5" Trailing Point Skinner/Wide- Full tang.

bl118

$9.99 ea.

Create your
own knife!

4-5/8" Skinner- Full tang.

bl091

$8.99 ea.

4" Skinner- Push tang.

bl050

$6.99 ea.

3-1/4" Small Clip Point
Hunter- Push tang.

bl004

$6.99 ea.

5-1/2" Upswept Skinner/Wide- Full tang.

bl119

$9.99 ea.

3-3/8" Fieldcraft- Full tang.

bl093

$6.99 ea.

CARBON STEEL 5" skinner blade blank
Features: Carbon steel construction with slightly sharpened edge •Full tang
•Brass guard (may need securing) •May or may not have pre-drilled holes.

bl612

$8.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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pocketknives
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with reverse frosted master blade etches •Red, blue and white Confederate flag design composition handles
•Brass liners •Nickel silver bolsters and pins •Custom collector boxes.
Sowbelly
3-3/4" closed.
rr1762
your choice

$16.99 ea.

Custom
collector
packaging.

Canoe
3-5/8" closed.
rr1761

Hawkbill
Lanyard hole •4" closed.
rr1760

Moose
4-3/8" closed.
rr1763

Trapper
Double pulls
•4-1/8" closed.
rr1759

ROUGH RYDER civil war
collector's knives

Each set Comes in
a Collector's
Features: 440A stainless steel blades with
display box.
reverse frosted etches •Smooth bone

handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins,
shields and ringed, pinched, embossed
bolsters.
your choice

"Southern Cross" Serpentine Stockman
4-7/8" closed. RR1537

$19.99 ea.

Each knife comes
with an authentic
battlefield recovered
civil war bullet.

"The Last Flag Down" Big Man Trapper
Lanyard hole •5" closed. rr1533

wild boar confederate flag linerlocks Set

All have rebel flag design; one each also depict Stonewall Jackson and
Robert E. Lee. Features: Set of (3) •Stainless steel blades •Thumb studs
and ridges •Black composition handles with full color artwork under
acrylicon fronts •"CSA" shields •Pocket clips •3-5/8" closed.
wb1018

$9.99 per set

Confederate Flag

Rebel barlows

Features: Stainless steel
blades •Acrylic handles with
full color art inserts
•Stamped bolsters. your choice
Master
Barlow
5" closed.
nv258
62

$4.99 ea.
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Barlow
3-5/8"
closed.
nv280

Features:
60" wide x 36" tall.
BSFLAG

$6.99 ea.

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

combat bowie by rough rYder

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Blood grooves •Stacked leather handle •Brass guard
and pommel •Black spacers •15-1/4" overall •Heavy duty nylon
and imitation leather belt sheath can be worn
vertically or horizontally.

RR1718

$19.99 ea.

Real leather!

"be ready" combat tantos

Features: Hand forged blackwash finish 440A stainless steel blades •Blood
grooves •Stacked leather handles •Hand forged blackwash finish steel
guards and hammer end pommels with lanyard holes •Black spacers
•Heavy duty nylon and imitation leather belt sheaths can be worn
vertically or horizontally.
Large
16-3/4" overall.

RR1719

$19.99 ea.

Medium
10-1/2" overall.

RR1720

$14.99 ea.

marble's® world war i doughboy mess kit knife

WWI mess kit utility knife replica. Features: One piece 440A stainless steel
construction •7-1/4" overall.

mr327

$6.99 ea.

Just like the original!
Combat Ready 1917 Style WWI Trench Knife

Features: Stainless steel blade •Wood handle •Black coated cast
metal pommel and scalloped wrap around hand guard
•13-1/8" overall •Leather
belt sheath •Imported.

co039

benchmark® paratrooper folder

Shown closed.

$14.99 ea.

Shown partially open.

Features: 440A stainless steel blade •Matte finish stainless steel
construction •Pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.

BMK116

$9.99 ea.

west german bundeswehr Style Knives
The Bundeswehr is the unified armed forces of Germany. When the
Bundeswehr was established in 1955, its founding principles were based
on developing a completely new military force for the defense of West
Germany during the Cold War.

Military All Purpose Knife- Features:
Stainless steel blades and tools •Saw
has edge cover plus cap lifter and file/
sharpener •OD green composition
handles •Corkscrew •Punch •Lanyard hole
•4-3/16" closed •Vinyl pouch.

mi212

Field/Utility- This army field knife, first issued in 1968, helped to serve
and protect West German soldiers. Features: Stainless steel blade •OD
green composition handles •Black coated metal guard •Double
rivets •10-1/2" overall •Black metal sheath with
leather belt loop.

mi211

$14.99 ea.

$5.99 ea.

German Military
Fighting Knife
Features: Black coated
stainless steel blade and guard
•Black composition handle
•Lanyard hole •11-3/8" overall
•Composition scabbard.

MI220

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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case® red ryder 75th anniversary bowie

Red Ryder & Little Beaver
are trademarked and
copyrighted characters of
Red Ryder Enterprises, Inc.
©2018 Red Ryder Enterprises,
Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Features: Mirror-Polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel with 75th anniversary embellishment
•Sculpted red synthetic handle •Brass guard and triple rivets
•14-3/8" overall •Brown leather belt sheath.

CA8403RR

$199.99 ea.

roy rogers Custom bowie

"KING OF THE COWBOYS" says it all. Over 200 hand operations, making each knife truly
one of a kind. Features: Mirror polished 440A stainless steel blade with embellishment
and fileworked spine •Full tang •Smooth bone handles, reminiscent
of Trigger's palomino colors, are accented with black pearl
•Fileworked brass guard •Nickel silver pistol shield
•Multiple nickel silver rivets •10-1/2" overall
•Brown leather belt sheath
•Custom gift box.

$39.99 ea.
2 or More $29.99 ea.
rr1513

Produced under license from
Roy Rogers Merchandising.

roy rogers "king of the cowboys" guitar knife

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brown bone handles lasered with guitar detailing
on the front and "Roy Rogers" signature on the back •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins
•Keyring loop •3-3/8" overall.

rr1409

$7.99 ea.

Back with lasered
signature.

Produced under license from Roy Rogers Merchandising.

boot scooter
Trick knife

Features: 440A stainless steel
blade with embellishment •Blue
and red turquoise handles
•Black composition heel is the
opening mechanism--pull to
open blade, push to close (blade
does not lock open) •Brass liners
•Nickel silver handle detailing
•2" closed.

rr1441

$6.99 ea.

Pull boot heel
to open.

old west Cowboys and Indians by rough ryder

Features: Embellished stainless steel blades •Stag handles
•Brass guards •Black, brass and brown spacers
•Aluminum pommels with facial
detailing •Leather belt sheaths.
Indian
10" overall. rr1631

Antique designs!
Stag handles!

Cowboy
10-1/4" overall. rr1630

$19.99
Closeout Price now $14.99 ea.
your choice

Shown
closed.

cowboy cutter lockback

Designed with the help of a SMKW customer who is a real
working cowboy! Features: 440A stainless steel blade
has a regular edge and can also serve as a hawkbill
and a hoof pick •Orange G-10 handles •Brass pins
and liners •Nickel silver bolsters and longhorn steer
shield •Pocket clip •Lanyard cord with slider
adjustment •5" closed.

rr1342
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$12.99 ea.
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Shown in packaging.

We Accept

Pocket
clip.

novelty
knife co.
folders

Butterfly
2-1/8" closed.
nv318

BACK IN STOCK!

Features: Stainless
steel blades
•Fully detailed cast
metal handles.

Tobacco Leaf
Lanyard bail
•1-5/8" closed.
nv243

your choice

Catfish
2-3/8" closed.
nv264

$4.99 ea.

Cigar Store Chief
2-1/2" closed.

Hunter's Friends
2-1/2" closed.
nv236

Brass Finish
nv234

Novelty Cutlery, a
division of SMKW®

Back design.

NEW!

Silver Finish
nv321

novelty knife co. folders
your choice

$3.99 ea.

30-06
3-1/4" closed.
nv266
.44 Magnum
1-5/8" closed.
nv265

novelty knife co.
american wildlife
barlows
Features: Stainless steel blades
•Acrylic handles with full color
art inserts •Steel pins, liners,
and ringed, stamped
bolsters •3-1/2" closed.

collector barlows

Features: Stainless steel blades
•Acrylic handles with full color art
inserts •Steel pins, liners and
ringed, embossed bolsters
•3-5/8" closed.
your choice

$4.99 ea.

Horses
2-7/8"
closed.
nv235

Cat
2-1/4" closed.
nv320

Buffalo
1-7/8" closed.
nv271

Bass Keychain
1-3/8" closed
•Keychain.
nv263scp

novelty knives by rough ryder

Features: 440A stainless steel blades
•Cast metal handles.
Cattle
Ropers
Cowboy
Wolves
designs on
and Wild Hog
front and back
Same design front and
•3-1/2" closed.
back •2-7/8" closed.
rr1458
rr1457
ea.

$5.99

$4.99 ea.

Black Bear
nv290

Hounds
and Rabbit
nv292

$4.99 ea.

Bear
2-1/8" closed.
nv272

Largemouth Bass
2" closed.
nv263

Walleye- 2-3/8" closed. nv319

Features: Stainless steel blades Cast metal handles.

your choice

Man in the
Moon
2-1/2" closed.
nv267

Old Glory
nv278

Happy Birthday
nv285

Buffalo nv293

Whitetail
Deer
nv291

Freedom Eagle
nv283

Greatest Grandkid
nv286

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871

American
Farmer
nv289
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tactical knife

Features: Black coated 440A stainless steel blade with flared guard •Drain holes •Full tang
•Jimping throughout for solid grip •OD green micarta handles •Double hollow rivets •Hawk beak
pommel •Lanyard/lashing holes •10" overall •Ballistic nylon sheath with multiple carry options
including removable, adjustable
shoulder harness.

ke002

$24.99 ea.

Harness shown in use.

KAROMBI

Custom nylon
sheath.

First used in the Philippine Islands as part of
Hari-Mo Silat, based on the fighting techniques
of tigers, the blade is shaped like a tiger's claw.
Features: 440A stainless steel claw blade with
stonewash finish •Black G-10 handles •Triple rivets
•Finger hole •6-3/4" overall •Heavy duty ballistic
nylon belt sheath •Instructional booklet included.

ke001

Designed by our
resident Kensei,
Christopher Rossman,
based on more than
38 years of his study
and experience in
martial arts and edged
weapon fighting.

Instructional
booklet.

$24.99 ea.

NEW! kensei Jonin framelock

Definitely heavy duty but streamlined to the bare essentials-it has everything that you need and not a thing that you don't!
Features: 440A stainless steel blade with partial stonewash
finish and flipper •Stonewashed cast metal handle frame
•Pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.

KE005

$19.99 ea.

Kensei box
with artwork.

Pocket clip.

throwing
knife set

Features: Set of (3)
•One piece 440A stainless
steel construction
•Overall lengths-- 12-1/2",
8', 6-1/2".

RR1717

$8.99 per set
throwing knife setS

Features: Sets of (3) •One piece black coated stainless steel construction •Cord wrapped handles (except where noted)
•Finger/lanyard holes •Black nylon belt sheaths holds all three.
Black Cat
6-1/2" overall.
mi0185

$8.99 per set
MSRP $14.99

Skull- Drain holes •Red skull design
around finger holes •8" overall
•No handle wrap.
Dagger- 8-3/4" overall.

mi175
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mi205

$9.99 per set
January 2019

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

$7.99 per set

MarttiIni deluxe skinner

Marttiini is a leader in the manufacture of hunting and fishing knives. They use the best materials, technology and years of experience to
bring you the best knife for any task. Features: Stainless steel blade with signature embellishment •Thumb ridges
•Black rubber handle •Matte silver finish stainless steel guard •9-1/4" overall •Leather belt sheath.

mt184017

$24.99 ea.

boot knives

Features: 440A stainless steel blades (flares serve as guards) •Full tangs •Checkered wood handles
•Double hex rivets •Brown leather sheaths with spring steel clips.

Small- 7" overall. rr1810

Large- 8-1/2" overall.

$16.99 ea.

rr1809

$19.99 ea.

Wild Boar boot knife

Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Blood groove •Full tang •Textured black
rubber handle •Molded guard •Lanyard hole •9" overall •Black nylon sheath has belt loop
and spring steel clip.

wb1025

$7.99 ea.

combat ready karambit linerlock

Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with finger hole •Blood groove
•Drain holes •Thumb stud •Black and OD green aluminum handles
•Pocket clip •Large lanyard hole •5-1/2" closed.

CBR352

$5.99 ea.

pen Knife & tactical bracelet combo

Pen features: Black aluminum and stainless steel construction •Black ink •Twist
action pen point •Remove barrel to access 2-1/2" 440A stainless steel blade •Pocket
clip •5-3/8" overall. Bracelet features: Black paracord construction •1" wide •Twopiece metal buckle, with removable key-type pin and three adjustment holes,
adjusts bracelet to fit up to 10" wrist.

RR1854

$7.99 per set

INK PEN kniFe

Shown actual size!

Features: Aluminum and composition construction
•Twist the handle to extend the pen
point or pull apart to reveal the
blade •Black ink •Stainless steel blade
•5-1/2" overall •Pocket clip.

RR613

$4.99 ea.

Shown closed.

blackjack slimline tactical pen

Features: Black aluminum construction •Twist-operation point •Black ink •Glass breaker tip •Black metal pocket clip •5-1/8" overall.

bj068

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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$7.99 ea.
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Explorer survival gear
Folding compasses

survival
bracelet

Features: Black
braided paracord
•Integrated fire starter
and striker, accessible
by unfastening the
buckle •Buckle also
incorporates an
integrated safety
whistle •Compass
•One size fits most.

exp61

Features: Plastic construction •Scales •Rotating dials
•Sights •Magnifiers •Signal mirrors.
your choice
Clear
Neck cord.
EXP31

Integrated
fire starter
and striker.

$3.99 ea.

wire saw

Features: Wire construction
•Stainless steel rings
•27" overall.
exp40

$2.99 ea.

$3.99 ea.
Green
EXP51

Be ready for
ANYTHING!

eat anywhere utensil set

Features: Knife, fork and spoon set interlocks
for carry and disassembles for use •All
stainless steel construction •7-1/4" overall.

exp62

$6.99 per set

Shown
assembled.

survival Fire Starters

SPARKS over 1000ºF!

Keyring- Features: Magnesium based flint
striker •Hard plastic handle and housing with
integrated emergency whistle and
compass •Keyring •4" overall assembled.

Lanyard- Features: 4" overall
striking rod •Green coated metal striking
surface •Lanyard cord keeps both pieces
together and easily accessible.

exp58

EXP22

$4.99 ea.

fob compass

Features: Stainless steel
construction •Leather
fob with metal ring
•Measures 1-1/4" x
3-1/8" x 1/2".
EXP59

Folding Compass

Features: Olive drab aluminum and plastic
construction •Scales •Rotating dial
•Sight •Magnifier.

exp29

$3.99 ea.

Mini L.E.D. Microscope

68

$4.99 ea.

l.e.d. lantern

Features: Rubber and
impact resistant acrylic
construction •(8) white
L.E.D.s •Pushbutton switch
•Handle •5-1/2" tall
•Uses (4) "AA" batteries
(not included).

exp39

Use for knife steel and firearm barrel analysis, jewelry and
diamond inspection, currency and stamp identification,
electronics and computer repairs, map reading and
the printing industry. Features: Extremely bright
single white L.E.D. •Plastic construction •Adjustable
focus •1-1/2" overall •Use (3) LR927 batteries
(included) •Instructions •45x magnification
•Vinyl storage pouch.

EXP45

$5.99 ea.

$6.99 ea.

45x Magnification!

January 2019

We Accept

$4.99 ea.

Baseplate Compass

Features: Plastic construction
•Rotating dial with declination
mark •Magnifier
•Scale •Neck cord.
exp53

$2.99 ea.

Never
be lost
again!

NEW! komoran handmade tactical linerlocks

All the knives include a polishing cloth, drawstring storage pouch and certificate of
authenticity. Features: UTX steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs
•Ball bearing pivots •Jimping throughout •Pocket clips.
your choice

$19.99 ea.

OD Green G-10
Textured stainless steel
bolsters •4-5/8" closed.
ko020

Pocket clip.

Black G-10
Blood groove •4-5/8" closed. ko022
Red, Black and Silver Carbon Fiber
Blood groove •4-3/4" closed. ko021

Pocket clip.
Pocket clip.

All feature a
drawstring pouch.

NEW! komoran karambit linerlock

Includes a polishing cloth, drawstring storage pouch and certificate of
authenticity. Features: UTX steel blade with flipper •Thumb hole and
ridges •Ball bearing pivot •Pocket clip •Large lanyard/finger hole
•5-1/8" closed.

KO019

$14.99 ea.

Drawstring
pouch.

Pocket clip.

wild boar assisted opening
linerlock set

wild boar red eye hog linerlock

Features: Set of (3) •Black coated stainless steel blades
with flippers •Assisted opening •Thumb studs •Black,
green and purple composition handles •Pocket clips Each knife
•4-1/2" closed.
has a

wb1006

$9.99 per set

pocket clip.

Features: Red ti-nitride coated stainless steel blade with flipper and
black splatter effect •Blood groove with drain holes •Thumb stud
•Assisted opening •Jimping throughout •Black synthetic handles •Red
ti-nitride coated steel liners •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

wb1022a

$6.99 ea.

Pocket
clip.

benchmark® giant linerlock

Features: 440A stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb
stud •Assisted opening •Black aluminum handles
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •6" closed.

bmk108

$14.99 ea.

Pocket clip.

paramedical tactical rescue Knife

Features: Stonewashed 440A stainless steel blade •Blade flipper for safe and
efficient one-handed manual opening •Blood groove •Thumb stud •Linerlock
•Gunmetal grey aluminum handles, contoured and ridged for
a secure grip in any environment •Recessed seatbelt
cutter •Integrated oxygen tank wrench •Glass
breaker tip •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-5/8" closed.

rr1593

$9.99 ea.

Oxygen tank
wrench on
pocket clip side.

Glass
breaker
tip and
seatbelt
cutter.

Our best seller!

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! fantasy short sword and dagger set

Features: Stainless steel blades with scalloped detailing near gold color composition blade ornaments (short sword
blade has embellishment) •Copper color composition handles •Pewter color composition guards and pommels
•Overall lengths-- short sword 16-3/4", dagger 10" •Black faux leather belt sheath holds both.

926931

$19.99 per set

NEW! macho machete

Features: Black coated stainless steel with sawback spine, blood grooves,
and cutouts (including oxygen tank tool) •Grey and black
rubberized handles •Integrated guard •Lanyard hole
•25-1/4" overall •Black nylon scabbard.

926936BK

$14.99 ea.

NEW! hunting knives
Features: Stainless steel blades
•Leather belt sheaths.

your choice

$9.99 ea.

Wood Hunter- Rosewood handle •11" overall
•Brass guard and end screw.
203406wd

old forge hammered STeel skinner

Features: Hammered stainless steel blade •Stag handle •Brass
guard •Black, brass and brown spacers •11-3/8" overall
•Black leather belt sheath.

OF022

Bone Hunter- Thumb ridges •Full tang •Smooth bone
handles (color shades may vary) •Brass guard •Triple
steel rivets •Black and brown
spacers •8-1/4" overall.
203395

Bone Skinner- Thumb ridges •Full tang
•Smooth bone handles (color shades
may vary) •Double steel rivets
•7-1/4" overall.
203408

Woodsman patch hunters

Features: Stainless steel blades •Burlwood handles
•Triple brass rivets •Leather belt sheaths with
beaded cord accents.

$24.99

Small- 5-3/4" overall.

New Year Special! NOW

$19.99

203296
ea.

old forge damascus hunter

Features: Damascus steel blade and guard •Fileworked spine •Full
tang •Stag handles •Triple steel rivets •Leather lanyard with bead
accent •12-1/8" overall •Brown leather belt sheath with black lacing.

of041

$49.99

New Year Special!
NOW

$44.99

MSRP $100
ea.

genuine
stag!

January 2019

Medium- 6-3/4" overall.

203295

$6.99 ea.

Large- 8-1/2" overall.
203294

$9.99 ea.

SAVE WHEN YOU BUY ALL THREE! 203p3

$14.99 per set

Brass Tipped Powderhorn
Depressing the button on the tip opens gun
powder dispensing valve. Features: Genuine
horn construction •Brass dispensing tip,
spring loaded to close automatically •Leather
strap •Measures approximately 13" overall
(may vary due to the natural material) •Fully
functional--powder not included.

miph
70

$4.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

Genuine damascus Period swords

Features: Damascus steel blades •Leather scabbards.
Large- Wood handle •Steel guard
•Brass rivets •37" overall.

dm5016

$89.99 ea.

Hand c

r

andl
afted h

e detai

l s!

Intricate inlay
in handle.

Medium- Wood handle with brass inlay
•Brass guard and pommel •31" overall.
dm5018

$99.99 ea.

medieval
utensil
kit

Sgian Dubh

Features: Damascus steel blade •Rosewood handle •Fileworked throat •Brass
rivets •12-1/2" overall •Top grain leather sheath.

dm1076

$39.99 ea.

Features: For
decorative use
only--not for use
•Leather sheath.
hs4406

Beautifully detailed,
perfect for reenactors!

$14.99
per set

Genuine damascus fixed blades

Features: Damascus steel blades •Top grain
leather sheaths.

Skinner
Stag handle •7-1/4" overall.

dm1188
Game Skinner- Full tang •Brass guard
•Stag and wood handles •9" overall.

dm1022

$21.99 ea.

$52.99 ea.

Skinner- Full tang
•Bone handle •Copper
throat and rivets •8" overall.
Slim Dagger- Full tang
•Stag handles •Damascus
bolsters •8-1/2" overall.

dm1178

dm1186

$44.99 ea.

Skinner- Bone handle •Copper
throat and rivets •9-1/4" overall.

dm1153

Bone
dm1080bo

$24.99 ea.

Genuine
Damascus!

$34.99 ea.

Skinners- 6" overall.
Your choice

$19.99 ea.

Walnut
dm1080wn

damascus lockback

Features: Damascus steel blade •Fileworked spine •Bone and green wood handles •Brass liners
and bolsters •4" closed.

dm1169

$24.99 ea.

Filework.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com
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NEW! damascus fixed blades

Features: Damascus steel blades •Top grain leather belt sheaths.

Indian Dag Knife
Flint chipped blade •Wood
handle •Mosaic pins
•Lanyard/lashing holes
•12" overall.

dm1201

$39.99 ea.

Red Wood Hunter- Full tang •Flint chipped red wood handle and
brass throat •Double brass rivets •Mosaic pins •8-1/2" overall.

Stubby- Full tang •Wood handles •Brass rivets
•6-1/8" overall.

dm1200

dm1194

$39.99 ea.

$19.99 ea.

Sharktooth- Full tang •Buffalo horn handles
•Triple brass rivets •9" overall.

dm1198hn

$39.99 ea.

Sidearm- Full tang •Stag and wood handles •Brass rivets
•Brass and black spacers •7-1/4" overall.

dm1176

GENUINE
Damascus!

$26.99 ea.

damascus folders

Features: Damascus steel blades.

NEW! Razors- Brass pins and liners.

$29.99

ea.
your choice
Large- Smooth natural bone and
buffalo horn handles •Fileworked
liners •Red and brass spacers
•6-1/4" closed. dm1190

Medium- Buffalo horn handles with turquoise
inlays •Fileworked backsprings •Brass spacers
•5-1/2" closed. dm1203

Fileworked backsprings.

Smooth natural bone- Fileworked backsprings
•Brass pins, liners and bolsters.

GENUINE
Damascus!
Fileworked backsprings.

NEW! Lockback- Fileworked liners
•Decorative bolsters with green bone
inserts •4" closed.
dm1199

NEW! Trapper
Fileworked spines
•4-1/8" closed.
dm1181

Filework.

$29.99 ea.

$19.99 ea.

Collector Lockback
Stag handles •Fileworked spine and backspring •Brass pins,
liners and bolsters •Lanyard hole •3-3/4" closed.

dm1161
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Fileworked backspring.

GENUINE STAG!

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

wild boar
game hangers set

american hunter fixed blades

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Brass guards
•Leather belt sheaths.

That's a lot

For hunting and survival use. Features: Set
of (3)-- small, medium, and large •Metal
construction, pointed at one end, flat
at the other.

o f s t e e l!

Only 350 ma

d e!

WB1024

$6.99 per set

Riverboat Bowie- Full tang •Green pakkawood
handles •Multiple brass rivets •16" overall.

AH012

$24.99 ea.

Irish Skinner
Blood groove •Full tang
•Green wood handles
•Triple brass rivets •Lanyard
hole •11-1/4" overall.
ah013

Youth Cub Hunter
Stag handle •Brass pommel •7-1/4" overall.

ah616

$19.99 ea.

$12.99 ea.

wildlife linerlock Grab Bag

Features: Stainless steel blade •Thumb hole •Black composition handle with imitation ivory insert
•Lanyard hole •Pocket clip •3-5/8" closed •Single knife--design is our choice only.

210403s

$1.99 ea.
Fish

Deer

wood Barlow

Features: Stainless steel
blades •Wood handles
•Steel bolsters and liners
•Brass pins •Lanyard hole
•4" closed.
pm210601

$4.99 ea.

Pocket clip.
Wolves

Eagle

cannon sailor's knives set

Features: Set of three (sheepsfoot, razor and spear) •Stainless steel
blades •Wood handles •Brass pins •Stainless steel liners, bolsters
and "anchor" shields •Lanyard bails •4" closed.

can028

$16.99 per set

Locking marlin spikes

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Steel spikes •Shackles
•Brass pins and liners •Nickel silver bolsters
•4-1/2" closed.

White
Smooth
Bone
rr577

wood
e s!
handl

your
choice

$12.99 ea.

Red Jigged Bone
Nickel silver
anchor shield.
rr576

horseshoe knife

Appearance and actual size may vary due to the hand forged nature, so each
knife is one of a kind! Features: Single knife, made from either the left or right side
of a horseshoe (our choice only) •Measures approximately 8" overall.

hs4407

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$14.99 ea.
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tactical pens

Features: Aluminum construction •Removable caps •Black ink •Pocket clips with Rough Ryder logo •Glass breaker tips.
Pen With Light- 6-3/8" overall with cap •Uses (2) CR927
button cell batteries (included).
RR1863

$9.99 ea.

personal safety combs

Features: Bright orange plastic construction
with fluorescent marker •Steel double
hammerheads •Recessed steel seatbelt
cutter •7" overall •Black plastic
mount (hardware included).

Pink Mi223
your choice

dbcs044

$3.99 ea.

packmaster by rough ryder

Space-saving, handy, and weighs less than 3 ounces!
Features: Solid steel construction •Non-glare black
coating •5cm metric ruler •Recessed guthook/wire
stripper •Screwdriver tip •Cap lifter •Universal wrench
slot •Hex wrench slot •Carabiner clip (non load
bearing) •Camo paracord lanyard (color may vary)
•3-1/2" overall.

RR1539

Pocket Pen
6-1/8" overall with cap.
RR1864

Emergency exit hammer

Features: Impact resistant plastic combs are 6-1/2" overall
•Removable knives with 3-1/4" stainless steel blades
are 6-3/8" overall.
Black
Mi222

Shown
open.

your choice

$4.99 ea.
survival tool Cards

Features: One piece stainless steel construction •Can opener •Knife
and saw edge •Screwdriver •4cm metric ruler •Cap opener
•Two- and four-position wrenches •Butterfly wrench
•Manual direction finder •Lanyard hole with keychain
•Measures 2-3/4" x 1-3/4" x 1/16" •Vinyl storage pouch.

$4.99 ea.

Great
survival
tool!

Storage
pouch.

Black mi118b

Shown on
belt loop.

Silver mi118

extendable back scratcher

The solution to feeling frustrated when you just can't
reach that itch! Features: Metal construction
•Rubber handle (color may vary-our choice only) •Extends
from 8-1/2" to 22-3/4".

mi10

$3.99

ea.

Ex t

s
end

to

/4"!

3
22-

Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with flipper •Assisted
opening •Black aluminum handle backed by a non-removable
composition holder for a disposable lighter
(not included) •Spring metal pocket clip
•2-3/4" closed.

WB1021

$6.99 ea.

POWER CUTTER SCISSORS

Features: Stainless steel blades •Cast metal handles •Adjustable wrench •File/ruler •Saw •Utility
tool/medium screwdriver •Phillips screwdriver/
cap lifter •5-7/8" overall.

Features: Heavy-duty cutting power •Cuts
linoleum, sheet metal, carpet, wire, screen,
and more! •Stainless steel blades •Composition
handles (color will vary--our choice only).

mi178

SI4751

$7.99 ea.

When you
gotta do it all!
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We Accept

$2.99 ea.

firecracker linerlock/
lighter holder

Clips right to
your pocket!

Glove Box Do-All Wrench

your choice

$2.99 ea.

Lighter not
included.

benchmark® sharpeners

benchmark®
kitchen ulu

Features: Coarse carbide blades quickly set an edge •Fine ceramic rods
for finishing •Pre-set sharpening angles provide the proper
sharpening angle every time •Instructions included.

Born in Alaska, perfect in the kitchen.
Features: One piece stainless steel
construction •7" cutting edge
•Black rubberized grip
•Rubber blade cover.
BMK117

Shown on table edge.

$6.99 ea.

Table Top Sharpener
Pocket Sharpener Black plastic housing with non-slip bottom
Green plastic housing
•For use on either a flat surface or the
•Lanyard chain.
edge of your countertop or table.

Shown with blade cover attached.

bmk118

$2.99 ea.

bmk119

$4.99 ea.

benchmark® kitchen cutlery

Features: Stainless steel blades •Synthetic handles •Handwashing recommended.
blue roses five piece set
Full color blade onlays •3-1/2" parer •8" slicer
•7-1/2" bread knife •6-3/4" Santoku
•4-1/2" utility knife.
bmk084

$12.99 per set

direct to yo

msrp $29.99

u at wholesa

le prices!

Nature's Bounty five piece set
Full color blade onlays •8" bread knife •6" chef's knife
•4-3/4" utility knife •7-1/2" slicer •3-1/2" parer.

bmk085

msrp $29.99

$12.99 per set

everyday use four piece utility sets
•4-1/2" tomato knife •3-3/4" utility knife •3" parer •2-1/4" peeling knife.
Multicolor bmk083
(also available) All Black bmk082
your choice

$7.99 per set

msrp $19.99

yday tasks!
perfect for ever

deluxe 7" Santoku kitchen knife

ultimate
salt & pepper mill

Designed for professional chefs! Features: Double forged, taper
ground, and precision honed high carbon stainless steel blade
•Full tang •Black synthetic handles •Triple rivets.

srgc1602a

$4.99

ea.

BUY 1 !
FREE
GETex1pires 2/1/19
Offer

Salt shaker and pepper mill,
combined in a single unit for
efficiency and convenience!
Features: Clear acrylic construction
with black plastic mill parts •7" tall
•Instructions included.
SRGC1940
BUY 1
!
GET 1pirFREE
es 2/1/19

$1.49

ea.

Offer ex

butcher's Sharpening Steel

Features: Steel rod •Black composition handle •Hanging ring •17" overall.

mi157

$4.99 ea.

To Order: CALL 1-800-251-9306 or (865) 453-5871
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leather fixed
blade sheaths

Features: Stitched leather
construction
     •Snap closure
      handle loops.

For 6" Blade
Black
SH210
Natural
SH211
your choice

For 5"
Blade
Black
sh208
(also
available)
Natural
sh209
your
choice

$5.99 ea.

$4.99 ea.

Features: Black nylon construction •Double security
closure--velcro with a plastic buckle •Vertical loop with
snap fits belt to 3" wide •Horizontal elastics fit belt to
1-1/2" wide •For folder to 3-1/2" closed.

$3.99 ea.

$3.99

Fits 4" Closed- Fits belt to 2-1/2" wide.
Black SH1143
Natural sh204 your choice
ea.

$4.99

Fits 5" Closed- Fits belt to 2-1/2" wide.
Natural sh205
ea.

$5.99

black felt knife pouch

Knife not
included.

Features: Black felt construction •Serge
stitched edges •For knife up to
3 OR MORE
5-1/2" closed.

ac130

Tactical folding knife sheath

sh1167

Features: Stitched leather construction
•Snap closures.
Fits 3" Closed- Fits belt to 2" wide.
Black sh200
Natural sh203 your choice
ea.

$6.99 ea.

$5.99 ea.

For 4" Blade
Natural
sh207
Black
SH206
your choice

basket weave
leather folding
knife sheaths

For 7" Blade
Natural
sh214
Black
SH213
your
choice

99¢ ea.

75¢ ea.

Nylon Folder sheaths

Features: High quality nylon construction
•Velcro closures •Fit belts to 3" wide.

$2.99 ea.

velcro AND plastic
buckle for
double security!

4"
Camo sh270
Black SH1075
your choice

pocket clip leather sheath

$1.99 ea.

Features: Black leather construction
•Pocket clip •For knife to 4" closed.

sh1000

5"
Camo sh271
Black SH1080
your choice

3"
Camo sh269
Black SH1070
your choice

$4.99 ea.

99¢ ea.

Pocket
clip.

straight knife sheaths

Features: Riveted (except where noted)
and stitched brown leather
construction •Snap closure.
7"- No rivets.

$6.99 ea.
6" SH1135 $5.99 ea.
5" SH1134 $5.99 ea.
4" SH1133 $4.99 ea.
SH1136

horizontal wear sheath

Features: Stitched genuine leather
construction •Horizontal wear
only; fits belt to 1-3/4" wide
•Measures 4" x 1-1/2".

sh1174

$4.99 ea.

round POCKET
KNIFE BELT
sheath

Features: Stitched leather
construction •Embossed
design •Pocket measures
approx. 1-1/4" wide x 3-3/8"
deep •Fits belt to 2" wide.
sh1172

$4.99 ea.

carry-all
Leather sheath

Features: Leather
construction
•Fits belt to
3" wide •Stud
and notched
tab closure
•For folding
knives to
5" closed.

sh1019

$6.99 ea.
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Follow us for prizes, deals and more!

Collector knife storage packs

Nylon Packcloth MACHETE SHEATHS

Features: Hardshell vinyl construction
•Snap closures •Plush interior
with elastics.
X-Large- Holds (24) •10-1/2"
x 22" open.

12" MA465S

ac95
ea.
Large- Holds (12) •10-1/2"
x 13" open.

Camo

Features: Nylon packcloth construction with web reinforcement at top.
Black

$3.99 ea.
18" MA470S $4.99 ea.
22" MA475S $5.99 ea.

$14.99

ac94

$11.99 ea.

22" MA475C

Knives not included.

Bookshelf knife pack

Easy Store KNIFE ROLLs

Features: Soft vinyl construction •Plush lining
•Stitched elastics hold knives in place •Closed
size depends on size and number of knives
inside •Tie closures.
Medium- Holds
(24) pocketknives
•8-1/4" x 19" open.

AC93

AC116

$12.99 ea.

$3.99 ea.

included.

Knife magnet SETS

Brick
Single magnet
measures 1/4" square.

$4.99 per set of 10

Cylinder
Single magnet
measures 1/2" x 1/8".
exp56

$5.99 per set of 10

Securely
Additional
holds
items not through
included. surfaces!

Easel Knife
Collector gift box Display stands
Features: Quality paperboard
construction •Magnetic closure
•Removable fabric covered pad
•Measures 9-7/8" x 2-5/8" x 1-1/2".

m1161

$2.99 ea.

Shown
closed.

Features: Wood construction
•Holds (4) knives (not included).
Small/Medium
Measures 3-5/8" x 10-1/4" x 9"
set up.
mi111
ea.
Small
Measures 2-3/8" x 9" x 6" set up.

$5.99

mi189

Shown
lifting up
to 2 lbs!

$4.99 ea.

Great for
collectors!

small bookshelf BOX

Be the author of your own security. Features: Wooden interior
•Magnetic closure (non locking) •Exterior has the look and feel of
leather binding •Exterior measures 5" x 8-3/8" x 1-7/8".

gfbook1

Cleans, polishes,
and leaves
an invisible
protective
coating on
metal or
wood!
SM2000

A brilliant
shine
on any
Coconut!
metal!
scented

Knives
not
included.

Shown
closed.

Miracle
Cloth

$3.99 ea.

Shown
closed.

Features: Sets of (10) •Magnetized metal.
Both shown actual size!

exp57

Features: Nylon construction •Velvet
lining •Stitched elastics hold knives in
place •Snap closure •Holds (24)
•10-1/2" x 9-3/8" x 1-1/4" closed.

$4.99 ea.

(also available)
Small
Holds (12)
pocketknives
•6-1/4" x 8-1/2" open. Knives not

AC92

$5.99 ea.

$8.99 ea.

LOCKING bookshelf safe

A true definition of security, this covert safe speaks volumes about
your preparedness. Sure to be a best seller! Features: Heavy duty
metal interior with lock •(2) keys included •Exterior has
the look and feel of fabric binding •Undetectable
when tucked on a shelf with other books
•Exterior measures 6" x 9-1/2" x 2-1/8".

gfsafed1

Store valuables inside.

Authentic
looking cover
and spine.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Open book to
reveal safe.

$9.99 ea.

Open safe
to stash
valuables.
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S UPer

Experience the powers of super sharpeners!

sharpener

s

universal sharpener
Ideal for sharpening anything with an edge!
Features: Retractable ceramic sharpening stick works for tools and
finely serrated blades and is particularly good for pruning shears
•Dual carbide slots sharpen scissors and knives in just a few passes
•Plastic handle with guard for safety.

sr321

$4.99 ea.

Dual carbide
slots - great
for scissors!

Sharpening stick retracts
into handle for storage.

Coarse/
325
Grit
sr305

Two-Sided Sharpening Stone
Features: Silica carbide
construction •Extra coarse
240 grit on one side,
coarse 320
grit on the other
•4" x 2" x 1/2".

sr325

$5.99 ea.

Diamond stone!

Fine/
600
Grit
sr304
Large Block on Base
Features: Non-slip rubber base
with suction cups •Fine 600 grit
DIAMOND surface •6-3/8"
x 2-1/2" x 1-1/8".

sr301

$2.99 ea.

It's two sided!
Dual Grit Diamond
Sharpening Card
300 grit on one side,
600 grit on the other
•Measures 2-1/2" x 1-1/4" x 5/8".
SR326

$6.99 ea.

$6.99 ea.

Diamond
Pocket
Sharpener
Hook sharpening
groove •400 grit
•Measures 2-1/4" x
5/16" x 1/8".
SR327

$4.99 ea.

Pocket Steel
Features: Easy to carry; fits anywhere; great for toolbox
or tackle box. Features: Brass handle •3-1/2" overall.

tabletop sharpener
Features: Black ABS construction
•Hardened metal alloy coarse
wheel •Ceramic fine wheel
•8-1/8" x 2" x 1-5/8".

sr303

$14.99

Sharpen your
knives with
the power of
diamonds!

Diamond Folding Pocket Sharpeners
Features: Double sided •Folds for storage •4-1/2" closed, 7" open.

Your Choice

Four Sided Block Diamond Sharpener
Features: Use for rescue knives, axes, scissors,
ratchet cutters, chisels and more! Grits: Red/600/fine,
green/400/medium, yellow/300/coarse, blue/200/extra
coarse •7-1/2" x 3-1/2" x 3" in non-slip base.
Shown
apart.
sr312
ea.

sr320

$2.99 ea.

shown actual size!

$6.99 ea.

GENUINE LEATHER RAZOR STROPS

Many people feel nothing puts that final edge on any blade, be it knife or razor, better
than a leather strop. All feature dual surfaces for the best finish. Front and back of each strop is shown.
RITE EDGE
These traditional models feature metal attachment rings.
These models feature a more compact
design for ease of use and storage.
Suede/Smooth Leather
on Paddle- Wood paddle
•Lanyard hole with cord
•12-1/4" overall. MR543
Pro tip:
After sharpening, strop your knife on the canvas or suede side to deburr your
edge, then hone to a mirror polish on the smooth leather, using just a drop of
polishing compound. We recommend Case® Paste for a brilliant, shaving edge.
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Smooth Leather/Canvas- Round ring •24" overall. 17257723
YOUR CHOICE

$12.99 ea.

Suede/Smooth Leather- Lobster claw •22" overall. 17257719

SMKW.com - Fast and easy to use!

NEW! smith's® sharpeners

Cordless Knife & Tool Sharpener- Features: Adjustable angle guides (15º, 20º, 25º, 30º) •"Floating" backing plates
•Ceramic deburr slot •Rechargeable lithium ion batteries (included) •Run time of 15 minutes •Includes (3) abrasive
belts (fine, medium and coarse) •9-1/2" overall.

sa50902

$79.99 ea.

Great for any job!

Ceramic deburr slot.

Adjustable Angle Pull-Thru Sharpener- Features: Turn the dial to adjust angle as
needed •Quickly sharpens fillet knives, pocketknives, and various size fish hooks •Twostage sharpening-- coarse carbide and extra fine 1500 grit ceramic •Synthetic hook
grooves •Soft grip handle •Non-slip base •10-3/4" overall.

sa50264

$22.99 ea.

Diamond Combination Sharpener- Features: Coarse and
fine diamond stones in one compact sharpener •Groove for
fish hooks and pointed tools •Micro tool sharpening pad •Soft
grip rubber handle •Thumb guard •9-1/4" overall.

sadcs4

$19.99 ea.

Edge Pro Pull-Thru Sharpener- Features: Fixed angle
components provide consistent results •Premium,
replaceable abrasives for sharper, longer lasting edge
•Precision ground coarse carbide blades •Specially
shaped extra-fine 1500 grit ceramic rods sharpen
standard or serrated edges •Ergonomically designed
soft grip handle •Non-slip rubber base •7-3/4" overall.

sa50090

$14.99 ea.

Pocket Pal Sharpener- Features: Reversible, replaceable carbide
blades quickly set an edge •Ceramic finishing slot •Pre-set sharpening
angles •Tapered diamond rod folds out for sharpening serrations and
guthooks •Lightweight plastic housing •Lanyard hole •3-1/4" overall.

sapp1

6" Medium Arkansas Bench Stone- Features: 600 grit •Molded
plastic base •Non-slip rubber feet •Protective plastic cover.

sambs6

$16.99 ea.

$9.99 ea.

Premium Honing Solution- Features: Non-petroleum
based •Stone cleaning agents •Rust and corrosion
inhibitors •(4) ounce bottle.

$3.99

10-Second Knife & Scissors Sharpener- Features: Reversible,
replaceable, coarse carbide blades with V-shaped pre-set angle
for sharpening all types of straight-edge knives •Extra fine 1500
grit ceramic rod designed to
"float", conforming to the
exact angle of scissor
blades and capable of
sharpening left- or
right-handed scissors
•6" overall.

sajiffs

$5.99 ea.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

sahon1
ea.
2-Step Pocket Sharpener- Features: Especially great for
fillet knives •Carbide blades provide quick edge setting
•Ceramic rods provide razor sharp finishing •Pre-set
sharpening angles
•Bright orange
plastic housing
•Non-slip
rubber feet
•Lanyard hole.
sa19004

$3.99 ea.
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gatco® sharpening system kits

All three kits feature premium grade abrasives and include a custom carrying
case with instructions permanently affixed to the lid.
edgemate™ professional Kit
This is the ultimate system that will sharpen all kitchen, sport and utility cutlery, including knives
with serrated blades. •GATCO® exclusive, unique knife clamp/angle guide ensures a precise honing
action •Extra coarse, coarse, medium and fine sharpening hones •Sharpening hone for serrated blades
•Scientifically formulated honing oil •Longer, wider stones than competitive models, ergonomically
designed to reduce fatique •Safety rails protect fingertips.

gat10005

$39.99 ea.

All three kits
include honing
oil and clamp/
angle guides.

edgemate™ ultimate diamond hone kit
The person who demands the highest performance in a sharpening instrument demands
diamonds. The hardness and cutting properties of diamonds provide the discerning customer
with a sharpening system that outperforms other types of abrasives. •GATCO® exclusive, unique
knife clamp/angle guide ensures a precise honing action •Coarse, medium and fine monocrystalline
diamond hones •Sharpening hone for serrated blades •96% alumina ceramic finishing hone
•Scientifically formulated honing oil •Longer, wider stones than competitive models,
ergonomically designed to reduce fatique •Safety rails protect fingertips.

gat10006
edgemate™ standard Kit
This comprehensive knife sharpening system offers chefs, handymen,
sportsmen, and woodcarvers everything they need to put a
professional, razor-sharp edge on all kitchen, sport and utility cutlery.
•GATCO® exclusive, unique knife clamp/angle guide ensures a
precise honing action •Coarse, medium and fine sharpening hones
•Scientifically formulated honing oil •Longer, wider stones than
competitive models, ergonomically designed to reduce fatique
•Safety rails protect fingertips.

gat10003

$29.99 ea.

Replacement
hones
available @

$69.99 ea.

Mount not included
(available separately)
gat12001

$6.99 ea.

Clamp shown in
use on mount.

fixed blade top grain
For 8" Blade
leather sheaths

Features: Stitched leather •The knife is sh660512
secured in the sheath with a leather
thong tie •Fit belts to 3" wide.
For 10" Blade
sh660514

Perfect for
custom knives!

fixed blade
knife sheaths

Features: Stitched leather
•Fit belts to 2-5/8" wide.

For 6" Blade

$8.99 ea.

sh660510

sh660710

military style sheath

$5.99 ea.

January 2019

$5.99 ea.

$6.99 ea.
Fits most
fighting knives!

$6.99 ea.

Fits Blade Up to
6-1/4" x 1-3/4"
sh660709

Fits Blade Up to
9-1/2" x 1-3/4"

Features: Top grain leather construction
•Snap closure.
sh6600
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$7.99 ea.

basketweave
leather sheaths

Features: Stitched leather
construction •Snap
closures •Fit belts
to 2-1/2" wide.

Fits 4" closed

$3.99 ea.

sh1092
Fits 5" closed
sh1093

$4.99 ea.

Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 6 pm EST

NEW! spirit linerlocks

Features: Stainless steel blades with fileworked spines •Thumb studs •Assisted
opening •Blue or black composition and multicolored handles •Lanyard holes
with beaded cords •Pocket clips •4-7/8" closed.
your choice

Blue 300450tr

$8.99 ea.

buy the set of both & save!

300450in

Black 300450BK

Each includes
a pocket clip.

$14.99 per set

NEW! artistic linerlocks

Features: Partially black coated stainless steel blades with flippers •Blood
grooves with drain holes •Thumb studs •Assisted opening •Black
composition handles with full color art inlays on fronts •Recessed
belt cutters •Glass breaker tips •Pocket clips •5" closed.
your choice

$7.99 ea.

Dragon 300477
Each includes
a pocket clip.

buy the set of 3 & save!

30047set1

$19.99 per set

Scarecrow 300474

Sugar Skull 300473

NEW! spider skull linerlock

Pocket
clip.

Features: Black coated stainless steel blade with cutouts and flipper •Assisted opening
•Black composition spider and web design handles with red and white accents
and raised skull on front •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

300451gy

$7.99 ea.

NEW! tie dye linerlocks

Features: Black coated stainless steel blades with flippers •Blood grooves and
drain holes •Thumb studs •Assisted opening •Jimping throughout
•Black composition handles with full color art inserts on fronts
•Recessed belt cutters •Glass breaker tips •Pocket clips •5" closed.
your choice

Red/Blue 300472
Each includes
a pocket clip.

$7.99 ea.

Pink/Green 300471
buy the set of 3 & save! 30047td

$19.99 per set

Purple/Yellow 300470
Pocket
clip.

NEW! confederate skull linerlock

Features: Partially black coated stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb
stud •Assisted opening •Aluminum handles with full color design
on front, solid red on back •Pocket clip •4-5/8" closed.

300469

$7.99 ea.

NEW! american flag linerlocks

Features: Stainless steel blades with flippers •Thumb studs and ridges
•Assisted opening •Aluminum handles with textured, full color front
onlays •Pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/2" closed.
your choice

Eagle 300464eg

$6.99 ea.

Each includes a pocket clip.

God Bless America 300464gb

NEW! camping linerlocks

Features: Black coated stainless steel blades with flippers
•Thumb holes •Assisted opening •Jimping throughout
•Composition handles •Carabiner clips (non load bearing)
•Removable 1-5/8" overall fire starter rod •3-7/8" closed.
your choice

$4.99 ea.

Orange
300454or

Pink
300454pk

buy the set of 3 & save! 30045cp

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

$9.99 per set
January 2019

Black 300454bk
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SAVE $35

Malt Linerlock- Designed by Gustavo Cecchini. Features: PVD coating throughout
•8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades with flipper, flipper incorporates a bottle opener (use
opener only with knife closed) •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Stainless steel
handle •Reversible pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed.

KS5520

$19.99

msrp $54.99

ea.

Hops Framelock- Designed by Gustavo Cecchini •PVD coating throughout •8Cr13MoV stainless steel
blades with flipper, flipper incorporates a bottle opener (use opener only with knife closed) •SpeedSafe®
assisted opening •Stainless steel handle frame •Reversible pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3" closed.

KS5515

$16.99

msrp $39.99

ea.

barge framelock
Finally, a knife that can be used for prying! Ridging throughout for a secure grip while cutting or
prying. Features: Stonewashed 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Stonewashed
steel frame •Glass filled nylon scale •Integral pry bar extends from back spacer
•Tip-down, reversible pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

ks1945

$14.99

$12.99

SAVE $20

msrp $34.99

ea.

Huge
savings on
amazing
items!

SAVE $27

headgrille framelock- Features: Blackwash™ finish blade and handles
•3Cr13 stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Steel handles •Pocket clip
•Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

ks1325x

SAVE $23

MSRP $39.99

ea.

Ken Onion Shenanigan PPS™ Tactical Linerlock
Features: AUS-8 stainless steel blade with bead blasted finish •Blade flipper
•Black Zytel® handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-7/8" closed.

crk480kks

$39.99

ea.

msrp $59.99

el santo™ emergency trauma multitool
Designed by Michael Martinez in response to a trauma surgeon's request, it doesn't just cut,
it breaks glass, opens oxygen tanks, and saves time. Features: Ambidextrous •Stainless steel?
blades •Glass reinforced nylon handles can clip around belt •Spring loaded shears with tapered,
non puncture porpoise nose; blade lock; spring loaded •Removable/replaceable belt cutter
•Glass breaker tip •Oxygen tank wrench •8-1/4" overall •Includes sheath.

CR5007

$16.99

ea.

msrp $49.95

Lifetime
warranty!

Shown
closed.

big eddy™ fillet knife
Designed by Russ Kommer. Features: Satin finish, hollow ground, 420 stainless steel blade
•Black Kraton® handle •Lanyard hole with cord •12" overall •Black polymer belt sheath.

CR3008NC

$12.99

ea.

msrp $28.95
drifter folder
Features: 8Cr14MoV stainless steel blade with grey titanium nitride finish
•Triple Point™ serrations •Black G-10 handles •Thumb stud and ridges
•Stainless steel liners and pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-5/8" closed.

cr6460kc

$14.99

ea.

msrp $39.99
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viva™ tool- Features: One piece stainless steel construction with
stonewash finish •Pry bar •Flathead screwdriver •Bottle
opener •Five-size hex wrench •4" overall.

CR9130

					

Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TN

$4.99

ea.

msrp $9.95

oc3™ tactical knife- Designed by Pat Cascio. Features: Black coated SK5 carbon steel blade •Full tang
•Thumb ridges •Black micarta •Triple rivets •Lanyard hole •11" overall •MOLLE
compatible, black molded polymer sheath with lashing holes.

CR2852

$39.99

ea.

msrp $124.95
pangolin™ fixed blade
Features: Black coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges
•Full tang •Skeletonized black GRN handles •6-3/4" overall •Black molded
polymer sheath with multiple carry options.

CR2790

$19.99

ea.

msrp $69.95

HOT DEALs
on GREAT
items!

gusset™ framelock
Features: Black oxide coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud
and ridges •Black oxide coated stainless steel handle frame •Tip down
carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

CRK330KKS

$19.99

ea.

msrp $59.99

ripple™ linerlock
Designed by Ken Onion. Features: 8Cr14MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb
ridges •Anodized 6061 aluminum handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-3/4" closed.

CRK410KXP

$19.99

ea.

msrp $54.99

noma™ lockbacks
Features: Satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Black glass reinforced nylon handles •Tip up carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes.

Full Size- Thumb ridges •4-1/4" closed.

CR2815

$16.99

ea.

Compact- 3-3/4" closed.

msrp $49.99

CR2814

$14.99

ea.

msrp $39.99

desta™ framelock
Features: Black stonewash finish throughout •8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb
hole •Stainless steel handle frame •Tip up carry pocket clip •3-3/4" closed.

CR2784

$14.99

ea.

msrp $39.99

bita™ neck knife- Designed by Jesper Voxnaes. Features: Bead blast finish, one piece
construction •8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb ridges •Skeletonized stainless
steel handle •Lanyard hole with paracord lanyard •4-7/8" overall •Molded
black nylon sheath with neck cord.

CR2408

$14.99

ea.

msrp $39.95

civet™ neck knives
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Black glass reinforced nylon handles •Lanyard holes with chain lanyards •5-5/8" overall
•Black molded nylon sheaths with neck chains.
your choice

$14.99

Satin Finish Blade CR2804C

ea.

msrp $49.95

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com

Bead Blast Finish Blade CR2805C
January 2019
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Closeouts and Specials!
kershaw® Spline Framelock

Designed by Les George •Jimping and blackwash finish
throughout •Hollow ground 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with
flipper •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Stainless steel handle
frame •Reversible, tip up, deep carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•3-7/8" closed.

KS3450BW

$19.99

ea.

Pocket clip.

43!

kershaw® Valmara Linerlock

Designed by Les George •Hollow ground, stonewash finish
8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper•Thumb ridges
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Black GFN handles •Stainless steel
locking liner •Reversible, tip down carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•4-1/8" closed.

$16.99

ea.

crkt® folts minimalist® neck knife

Designed by Alan Folts •Hollow ground 5Cr15MoV stainless steel
blade with bead blast finish •Full tang •Green micarta handles
•Double rivets •Lanyard hole with cord •5" overall •Black Zytel sheath
with neck cord and lashing holes.

CR2386C

$16.99

ea.

msrp $39.95

23!

e$
Sav

msrp $39.95

S

clip.

ea.

e$
Sav

!
$34

KS3480

$16.99

CR1221K

msrp $59.95

msrp $54.95

e
Sav

crkt® aux™ linerlock

Designed by Lucas Burnley •Black oxide coated 8Cr13MoV
stainless steel blade with Triple Point™ serrations •Thumb stud
•Black glass reinforced nylon handles •Tip-up carry pocket clip
•4-1/2" closed.
Pocket

23!

$
ave

Pocket clip.

Follow us for prizes, deals and more!
/smokymountainknifeworks

@smokymountainknifeworks

@SMKWcom

1-800-251-9306
or
(865)453-5871

